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Abstract
Following the works of Y. Benoist, P. Foulon and F. Labourie [16], and
having in mind the standing conjecture about the algebricity of Anosov
actions of Rk, we propose some geometrical conditions which generalizes
the notion of contact structures, and prove that Anosov actions associated
with such structures are conjugated to an Affine action. We also construct
two families of examples, the first one is algebraic in nature, and the second
one imposes some dynamical conditions instead of geometrical ones.
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1 Introduction
One of the classical problems in Anosov dynamics is to understand when is
an Anosov system conjugate to, up to finite covers and reparametrizations, an
algebraic model. It is, in fact, conjectured that this should be always the case
for Anosov diffeomorphisms (Smale [53]) and Anosov action of Rk, k ≥ 2 (B.
Kalinin and R. Spatzier [37]). It is well known that this is not always the case
for Anosov flows (M. Handel and W. Thurston, [31]), but the known counter
examples are very pathological, and this motivates the question, under which
(mild) hypothesis are Anosov flows conjugated to an algebraic model? Some
of the known results in this direction (E. Ghys [27] and [28], Y. Benoist, P.
Foulon and F. Labourie [15] and [16], V.Sadovskaya [50], Y. Fang [21]and [22])
seems to imply that this should always be the case if the Anosov flow has
some additional smoothness condition and/or is associated with some kind of
geometric structure.
Motivated by this and, the still open, conjecture for Anosov actions of Rk,
k ≥ 2, we propose a definition of a very general geometric structure and we
show, following the same strategy as Benoist-Foulon-Labourie [16], that Anosov
actions associated with this structure are in fact smoothly conjugated to affine
actions (a slightly more general model then the algebraic ones).
To be precise, we show that
Theorem 1.1. Every rigid k-geometric Anosov action is smoothly conjugated
to an affine action.
As a corollary, we obtain:
Theorem 1.2. Let φ : Rk ×M → M be an Anosov action, with smooth in-
variant bundles, which preserves a pseudo-Riemannian metric. Suppose that
every Lyapunov distribution is one dimensional and the Lyapunov exponents χi
satisfies the following non-resonance condition:
χi + χj + χk = 0⇔ χi = 0 χj = −χk
Then, either φ is a suspension of an Zk action (not necessarily Anosov) or,
up to finite covers, φ is smoothly conjugated to an affine Anosov action.
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We also show that a large family of examples of algebraic Anosov actions
have an associated rigid k-geometric structure.
Theorem 1.3. Let (G,H,Γ, a) be an algebraic Anosov action such that the
sequence
0→ Nil(g)→ g→ gred → 0
splits. Then it is a rigid k-geometric Anosov action.
The case where Nil(g) = 0, that is, g is reductive, was considered in a
previous work [2], where it was shown that such actions are generalized k-
contact Anosov actions, which is a particular case of rigid k-geometric Anosov
action.
This paper is organized as follows:
• On section 2 we give some definitions and preliminary results. We motivate
our most general geometric structure by first defining the stronger notion
of ”generalized k-contact structure”, a natural generalization of the usual
contact structures ([2]).
We also differentiate algebraic actions from affine actions. In particular,
we can now understand the precise meaning of Theorem 1.1, which is
restated at the end of the section.
• On section 3 we give some conditions which implies the existence of our
geometric structure. In particular, we prove that under the hypothesis of
Theorem 1.2, we have a ridig k-geometric structure. Together with The-
orem 1.1, this proves the Theorem 1.2. We also prove Theorem 1.3. The
main ingredients of this proof is a previous work ([2]) where we consider
the case where the sequence is trivial (Nil(g) = 0).
Together with Maquera-Barbot’s classification ([14]) of algebraic nilpotent
Anosov actions, this shows that a large class of known Anosov actions of
R
k are in fact rigid k-geometric.
• On sections 4 and 5 we construct the main ingredients of the proof: A
Gromov-rigid geometric structure, an adapted connection and some Lie
algebras: g′ and k′.
The Lie algebras are Lie algebras of Killing vector fields of the Gromov
geometric structure and they will correspond to the Lie algebras of the
Lie groups Gˆ′ and Hˆ ′ which makes our homogeneous model Gˆ′/Hˆ ′.
• Sections 6, 7 and 8 are the most technical sections, where we carefully
dissects the Lie algebras involved. The end goal is to show that Hˆ ′ is in
fact closed in Gˆ′ and therefore Gˆ′/Hˆ ′ is actually a smooth manifold.
• On section 9 we find a suitable group G′′ acting transitively on Vˆ := Gˆ′/
Hˆ ′ and construct a (G′′, Vˆ ) structure on an open dense subset of M , that
is Vˆ is a local model for an open dense subset of M .
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• On section 10 we extend the model from the open and dense subset to the
whole manifold M .
• Finally, on section 11 we show that the (G′′, Vˆ )−structure, is in fact com-
plete, that is, the developing map M˜ → Vˆ is in fact a covering map. This
implies that M˜ is in fact an homogeneous manifold, and because Vˆ is sim-
ply connected, the developing map actually give us the desired conjugacy
with an affine model.
2 Main definitions
The goal of this section is to introduce the definitions involved in the statement
of our main theorem. On subsection 2.1 We recall the well known definitions
of Anosov and algebraic actions and introduce the weaker (but quite natural)
notion of affine action. On subsection 2.2, as a preparation to define our main
geometric structure, we recall the notion of a generalized k-contact action which
was introduced in [2]. Finally, on subsection 2.3 we introduce our main geometric
structure and restate our main theorem, which we now have the tools to properly
understand.
2.1 Algebraic vs Affine
First let us recall the definition of an Anosov action:
Definition 2.1. Consider a compact smooth manifold M and a smooth action
φ : Rk×M →M . This action is said to be Anosov if there exists an element a ∈
R
k, called an Anosov element, such that φa acts on M normally hyperbolically,
that is, there exists a, dφa invariant, continuous, splitting TM = E+⊕Tφ⊕E−,
where Tφ is the distribution tangent to the orbits, such that, there exists positive
constants C, λ for which
‖dφta(u+)‖ ≤ Ce−tλ‖u+‖ ∀t > 0 ∀u+ ∈ E+ (1)
‖dφta(u−)‖ ≤ Cetλ‖ui‖ ∀t < 0 ∀u− ∈ E− (2)
We recall that an algebraic action is given by a quadruple (G,H,Γ,A) such
that
• G is a Lie group with Lie algebra g
• H ⊂ G is a compact subgroup with Lie algebra h
• Γ ⊂ G is a uniform lattice acting freely on G/H , therefore Γ\G/H is a
compact manifold
• A ⊂ g is an abelian Lie subalgebra such that A∩h = ∅ and A is contained
in the normalizer NG(h) of h. Therefore, A acts on Γ\G/H by right
multiplication.
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An algebraic action is Anosov if, and only if, there exists an element x ∈ A
and an ad(x) invariant splitting g = h⊕A⊕S ⊕U such that the eigenvalues of
ad(x) on U (resp. S) has positive (resp. negative) real part.
The most notable examples of Anosov algebraic actions are given by the
Weyl chamber action: (G,H,Γ,A), where
• G is a connected semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra g
• A ⊂ g is a Cartan subspace, that is, an abelian Lie algebra of hyperbolic
elements and maximal for those properties.
• It is known that the centralizer of A is of the form A⊕ h where h is a Lie
subalgebra which corresponds to a compact Lie subgroup H ⊂ G
• Γ ⊂ G is a uniform lattice acting freely on G/H , which always exists (a
classical result due to Borel).
For our purpose, we are forced to weaken slightly the notion of an algebraic
action:
Definition 2.2. An Affine action is given by a quadruple (G,H,Γ,A) such
that
• G is a Lie group with Lie algebra g
• H ⊂ G is a closed subgroup with Lie algebra h
• Γ ⊂ G is a discrete subgroup acting freely on G/H , such that Γ\G/H is a
compact manifold.
• A ⊂ g is an abelian Lie subalgebra such that A∩h = ∅ and A is contained
in the normalizer NG(h) of h. Therefore, A acts on Γ\G/H by right
multiplication.
2.2 Generalized k-contact structures and contact Anosov
actions
Definition 2.3. A generalized k-contact structure on a manifold M of di-
mension 2n + k is a collection of, k non zero, linearly independent, 1-forms
{α1, . . . , αk} and a splitting TM = I ⊕ F , dimI = k, such that, for every
1 ≤ j ≤ k we have,
1. F =
⋂k
i=1 kerαi
2. ker(dαj) = I
We denote this structure by (M,α, TM = I ⊕ F ).
Remark 2.4. It follows from the definition that, for every j = 1, . . . , k (dαj)|F
is non degenerate; in particular, this means that
α1 ∧ · · · ∧ αk ∧ dα
n
j is a volume form.
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Definition 2.5. Let (M,α, TM = I ⊕F ) be a generalized k-contact structure,
and let B = (bij) ∈ GL(k,R). Let βi =
∑
j bijαj and β = (β1, . . . , βk) = Bα.
If (M,β, TM = I ⊕ F ) is a generalized k-contact structure, then it is called
a reparametrization of (M,α, TM = I ⊕ F ).
Lemma 2.6. For each j, there is a unique vector field Xj ∈ Γ(M, I) such that
αi(Xj) = δij. These vector fields are called Reeb vector fields.
Moreover, the Reeb vector fields commute one with each other:
[Xi, Xj] = 0
Definition 2.7. For a given generalized k-contact structure the induced Rk
action given by the Reeb vector fields will be called a contact action.
Remark 2.8. Let φ be a contact action. Notice that I is precisely Tφ, the dis-
tribution tangent to the action. Moreover, if the 1-forms α1, . . . , αk are smooth,
then the splitting TM = I ⊕ F is smooth, so are the vector fields Xj and
therefore so is the action φ.
It is sometimes convenient to denote a generalized k-contact structure on
M as the 4-tuple (M,α, φ, F ), where α = (αq, . . . , αk), φ denotes the contact
action and F ≤ TM is the φ-invariant sub-bundle where dαj is non degenerate.
Definition 2.9. A generalized k-contact action (M,α, φ, F ) will be called a
contact Anosov action, if some Reeb vector field Xj defines an Anosov element
of the induced contact action and the Anosov invariant distributions satisfies
E+ ⊕ E− = E.
Remark 2.10. Notice that a contact Anosov action is topologically transitive for
it preserves a volume form.
Remark 2.11. It is well known that geodesic flows on negatively curved manifolds
are contact Anosov flows. On the particular case of constant negative curvature,
this geodesic flow is actually the Weyl chamber action (G,H,Γ,A) where G is
a semisimple Lie group of Rank 1. It is natural therefore to ask whether the
Weyl chamber actions of higher rank is associated with a geometric structure of
similar nature. The next theorem ([2]) show us that the generalized k-contact
structure is a natural candidate for this structure.
Theorem 2.12. Let (G,H,Γ,A) be a Weyl chamber action. Then there exists a
generalized k-contact structure on Γ\G/H, such that the induced contact action
is Anosov and it coincides with the Weyl chamber action.
2.3 k-geometric Anosov actions
On this section, we define an even more general geometric structure and asso-
ciated Anosov action.
Definition 2.13. An abelian action φ : Rk × M → M will be called a k-
geometric of type (l, p, q), p + q = n, l ≤ k on a manifold M of dimension
2n+k if there exists a basis for the action B = {X1, . . . , Xk} and a sub-bundles
E0 ⊂ E+ ⊕ E−, dim(E0) = p, Tφ0 ⊂ Tφ such that
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1. B0 := {X1, . . . , Xl} span Tφ0.
2. Tφ0 ⊕ E0 is integrable
3. The 1-forms α1, . . . αl dual to B0 have constant rank 2p+ 1
4. (dαi)|E0 , i = 1, . . . , l is non degenerate;
Lemma 2.14. Let’s denote by Tφj ⊂ Tφ the sub-bundle spanned by
{X1, . . . , Xj−1, Xj+1, . . . , Xk}
For j = 1, . . . , l there exists a sub-bundle Ej ⊂ E
+ ⊕ E− complementary to E0
and such that The sub-bundle Tφj ⊕ Ej is integrable:
Proof. We define the sub-bundle Ej := ker dαj ∩ E+ ⊕ E−.
Notice that the Anosov action preserves the splitting, and thus, if Z is tan-
gent to Ej , then [Xs, Z] ∈ Γ(M,Ej), 1 ≤ s ≤ k. Thus, it remains to show
that for vector fields Y, Z tangent to Ej the commutator [Y, Z] is tangent to
Tφj ⊕ Ej , that is we just check that it belongs to the kernel of dαj and αj .
i[Y,Z]dαj = [iY ,LZ ]dαj = iY (LZdα)− LZ(iY dαj︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
)
= iY (iZ ◦ d(dαj)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+d(iZdαj︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
)) = 0
also
0 = dαj(Y, Z) = Y (αj(Z))− Z(αj(Y ))− αj([Y, Z]) = −αj([Y, Z])
as we wanted.
Remark 2.15. It can be shown that if the structure is of type (k, p, 0), then
it is a generalized k-contact structure. In fact, the integrability of Tφ0 ⊕ E0
means that a rigid k-geometric structure of type (l, p, q) is actually folliated by
manifolds with generalized l-contact structure.
Definition 2.16. A k-geometric action of type (l, p, q) (M,φ0 ⊂ φ, TM =
Tφ⊕E0⊕Ej) will be called a k-geometric Anosov action if every element of B0
is Anosov, with the same invariant stable and unstable bundles, and they split
as: 

E± = E±0 ⊕ E
±
j
E0 = E
+
0 ⊕ E
−
0
Ej = E
+
j ⊕ E
−
j
(3)
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Remark 2.17. Associated with a k-geometric Anosov action of type (l, p, q) with
splittings
TM = Tφ0 ⊕ Tφ′ ⊕ E+0 ⊕ E
−
0 ⊕ E
+
j ⊕ E
−
j
we have associated projections
p±j : TM → E
±
j
pˇ±j : TM → E
±
0
Definition 2.18. A k-geometric Anosov action (M,φ0 ⊂ φ, TM = Tφ⊕ E0 ⊕
Ej) will be called rigid if there exists a q-form Θ and a linear, φ-invariant,
connection ∇˜j on Tφj ⊕ Ej such that
• Θ restricts to a nowhere zero top form over Ej
• α1 ∧ · · · ∧ αk ∧ dα
p
j ∧Θ is a volume form for every j ∈ {1, . . . , l}
• ∇˜jE±j ⊂ E
±
j
• ∇˜jZY = p
±
j [Z, Y ] ∀ Z ∈ Γ(M,E0) ; Y ∈ Γ(M,E
±
j )
• Every vector field Y tangent to Tφ0 ⊕ E0 such that [Y,Xs] = 0 for every
s, is in fact a infinitesimal symmetry of ∇˜j .
• ∇˜jXsZ = [Xs, Z] for every s = 1, . . . , k and Z tangent to Ej .
We are now ready to state our main theorem.
Theorem 2.19. Every rigid k-geometric Anosov action is smoothly conjugated
to an affine action.
3 Some examples
3.1 Pseudo-metric preserving.
On this section we present some conditions which implies that the action is k-
geometric and rigid. Our main interest is an Anosov action which preserves a
pseudo-Riemannian metric
Lemma 3.1. An Anosov action with smooth invariant bundles, preserves a
pseudo-Riemannian metric if, and only if, it preserves a 2-form ω such that
ker(ω) = SpanR{X1, . . . , Xk}
Proof. We just consider an endomorphism J : TM → TM such that J(Tφ) = 0,
J(u±) = ±u± for u± ∈ E± and the induced 2-form ω(u, v) = g(Ju, v). On the
other way, we define g by
g(Xi, Xj) = δij ; g(Xi, E
±) = 0 g(E±, E±) = 0 g(u+, v−) = ω(u+, v−).
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Let α1, . . . αk be 1-forms dual to a choice of basis X1, . . . , Xk for the Anosov
action. In general, there is little to be said about the forms dαj , which is why
we define
Definition 3.2. A choice of basis X1, . . . , Xk is called special if the dual forms
α1, . . . , αk satisfy:
1. Each αj has constant rank equal to 2p+ 1.
In general, an Anosov action may not admit an special basis, if it does, we shall
say that the Anosov action has constant rank.
Even for especial basis there is no relation between dαj and ω for any j, that
is why we define:
Definition 3.3. Let φ be an Anosov action of constant rank and X1, . . . , Xk
a special basis. Suppose that φ preserves a pseudo Riemannian metric g. The
action is called adapted to g if the dual forms α1, . . . , αk satisfy:
α1 ∧ · · · ∧ αk ∧ dα
p
j ∧ ω
n−p is a volume form
If moreover, the restrictions of ω to ker(dαj) are closed for every j, we shall say
that the action is rigidly adapted to g
Lemma 3.4. An Anosov action rigidly adapted to g is a rigid k-geometric
Anosov action of type (k, p, q)
Proof. Take ωj the restriction of ω to ker(dαj). As α1 ∧ · · ·∧αk ∧dα
p
j ∧ω
n−p is
a volume form, we obtain that ωj is non degenerate over ker(dαj) ∩
⋂
ker(αs)
and thus ker(ωj) = Tφ⊕E0 where E0 is some sub-bundle of E
+⊕E− which is
complementary to Ej (Notice that E0 also depends on j and thus, it would be
more correct to write E0,j , but we omit the extra index).
As the action is rigidly adapted, dωj = 0 and thus, some easy computations
shows that ker(ωj) is actually integrable.
We also remark that the hyperbolic dynamics implies that E0 = E
+
0 ⊕ E
−
0 ,
where E±0 = E0 ∩E
± and the same for Ej := ker(dαj) ∩
⋂
s kerαs.
Now, to construct the connection on Ej we modify slightly the Kanai con-
nection [38] and we observe that there exists a unique connections ∇± on
Tφj ⊕ E+j ⊕ E
−
j such that
• ∇ωj = 0 and ∇E
±
j ⊂ E
±
j
• ∇Xs = 0
• ∇Z0Zj = pj[Z0, Zj ] for any Zi tangent to Ei.
• ∇XsZj = [Xs, Zj]
• ∇Y ∓
j
Z±j = p
±
j [Y
∓
j , Z
±
j ]
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This connection is, of course, invariant by the action.
Also, we define the volume form Θ = ωn−pj which is of course invariant by
φ, parallel with respect to ∇ and restricts to a volume form over Ej .
It remains to verify that vector fields which commute with Xs and are tan-
gent to Tφ0 ⊕ E0 are in fact infinitesimal symmetries for this connection. For
this, we observe that if a vector field Y commute with Xs, it preserves the split-
ting TM = Tφ⊕ E+0 ⊕ E
−
0 ⊕ E
+
j ⊕ E
−
j , moreover, if Y is tangent to Tφ⊕ E0
then iY ω˜ = 0 and
LY ω˜ = d ◦ iY ω˜ + iY ◦ dω˜ = 0
It is clear, henceforth, that Y is an infinitesimal symmetry for ∇
Now, using the same arguments given by Y. Fang in [21], we can prove the
following lemma:
Lemma 3.5. Let φ be an Anosov action with smooth invarian bundles E±
which preserves a smooth pseudo-riemannian metric g. Suppose E+ ⊕ E− is
non integrable. Suppose, moreover, that every Lyapunov distribution of Φ is one
dimensional and the Lyapunov exponents χj satisfy the following non resonance
condition:
χi + χj + χk = 0⇔ χi = 0 χj = −χk (4)
then φ is a rigid k-geometric Anosov action.
Before we proceed with the proof, we state the following Lemma Adapted
from Feres-Katok
Lemma 3.6. Let φ be an ergodic action on a compact manifold M , and let
TxM = Eχ1(x) ⊕ · · · ⊕ Eχl(x)
be its Oseledets decomposition (defined on a set of full measure Λ). Let x ∈ Λ,
and τ a continuous φ-invariant tensor field of type (0, r). Let tj ∈ Eχij (x),
j = 1, . . . , r, such that τx(t1, . . . , tr) 6= 0, then
∑r
j=1 χij = 0
Proof of Lemma3.5. From the previous discussion, it suffices to show that the
action is rigidly adapted to g. Our first step is to construct a special basis.
Let α be a 1-form on M dual to the action such that dαx has the maximal
possible rank for some point x. The non-integrability of E+ ⊕ E− implies that
this maximal rank s is non zero, that is, dαs is non zero for some choice of α.
We define
U := {x ∈M ; dαsx 6= 0}
As the action is topologically transitive, U is open and dense. We define
Fx := {Y ∈ TxM ; dαx(Y, · ) = 0}
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and F = ∪x∈UFx
As the metric g is φ-invariant tensor field of type (0, 2). The non resonance
conditions implies that Lyapunov exponents comes in pairs, one positive and
one negative and thus, we write the Oseledets decomposition as
TxM = L
+
1 ⊕ L
−
1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ L
+
r ⊕ L
−
r .
where, for any vectors la, lb tangent to some Lyapunov distribution, we have
g(la, lb) = 0 except for the case la is tangent to L
+
i and lb is tangent to L
−
i for
some i. Of course, the same is true for the 2 form ω.
As dα is also a φ-invariant tensor field of type (0, 2). We obtain, after
renaming the Lyapunov exponents, for x ∈ U ∩ Λ and l±j tangent to L
±
j ,
dαx(l
±
i , l
±
j ) = 0 ∀i, j
dαx(l
±
i , l
∓
j ) = 0 ∀i, 6= j
dαx(l
±
i , l
∓
i ) = 0 ∀i >
Rank(dαx)
2
dαx(l
±
i , l
∓
i ) 6= 0 ∀i ≤
Rank(dαx)
2
Taking α = α1, ,˙αk a basis of T
∗φ, it is clear that
α1 ∧ · · · ∧ αk ∧ dα
s ∧ ωn−s
is a non zero φ-invariant top form. Because φ is topologically transitive, we
obtain that α1 ∧ · · · ∧ αk ∧ dαs ∧ ωn−s is a volume form. This means that dαs
vanishes nowhere and thus, U = M . In particular, the 1-form α has constant
rank 2s+ 1.
Now, we observe that non degeneracy is an open condition and therefore,
if we choose 1-forms close to α they will also be of the same (maximal possi-
ble) rank. We can thus construct a special basis X1, . . . , Xk. Using the same
arguments as before, we conclude that
α1 ∧ · · · ∧ αk ∧ dα
s
j ∧ ω
n−s
is a volume form for every j;
Finally, we observe that any, φ-invariant, 3-form η on M such that iXsη = 0
is identically zero. This follows from the non resonance condition (4) and Feres-
Katok theorem.
Remark 3.7. We remark that the case where E+ ⊕E− is integrable was briefly
considered by Barbot-Maquera [13], where they proved that such actions are
suspensions of Zk actions on a compact manifold, though not necessarily an
Anosov Zk action.
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3.2 Algebraic examples
On this section, we show that a large class of algebraic Anosov actions are in
fact rigid k-geometric Anosov actions. Consider an algebraic Anosov action
(G′, H ′,Γ′, a′). Suppose that the Levi factor1 of G′ is non compact. Let us
denote by k′ = Nil(g′) the nilradical of g′. We have the corresponding exact
sequence:
0→ k′ → g′ → g→ 0 (5)
where g is reductive. We take the induced exact sequence of Lie groups:
1→ K ′ → G′ → G→ 1
where g = Lie(G).
Following Barbot-Maquera ([]), there exists an associated algebraic Anosov
action (G,H,Γ, a) where H ′ ⊂ G′ is a compact lift, with corresponding Lie
algebra h′ ⊂ g′, such that h′ ∩ k′ = {0}. Moreover, a′ ⊂ g′ is also an abelian lift
of a and Γ′ ⊂ G′ is an uniform lattice that projects to Γ. In the language of [],
(G′, H ′,Γ′, a′) is a nil suspension of (G,H,Γ, a).
Remark 3.8. Notice that the exact sequence induces a principal K ′-bundle G′/
H ′ → G/H and a Λ\K ′-bundle Γ′\G′/H ′ → Γ\G/H , where Λ = Γ′ ∩K ′.
Because G is reductive, it is commensurable to a central extension of a
modified Weyl chamber action. This last action admits a compatible algebraic
generalized l-contact structure, that is, the 1-forms which defines the contact
structure are in fact induced from left invariant 1-form on G. Because com-
mensurability is obtained by algebraic steps, it is easy to see that the algebraic
Anosov action (G,H,Γ, a) is in fact an algebraic generalized l-contact Anosov
action.
We want to construct a rigid k-geometric structure on (G′, H ′,Γ′, a′). That
may not always be possible, but we will find some sufficient conditions for this
to be true.
Theorem 3.9. Suppose that the exact sequence 5 splits, then (G′, H ′,Γ′, a′) has
rigid k-geometric compatible structure.
The proof will be broken in several Lemmas, first of all we notice that because
the sequence splits, then the lift H ′ of H must have Lie algebra h, in fact, the lie
algebra h′ must contain h for it is a lift, and the condition h′ ∩ k′ = {0} implies
that h′ has no other direction but those of h, that is, h′ = h.
Lemma 3.10. Consider the affine Anosov action given by (Gˆ′, Hˆ ′, Γˆ′, a′) where
Gˆ′ is the universal cover of G′ and Hˆ ′ and Γˆ′ the corresponding subgroups. Then
it is a k geometric action.
1The Levi factor is the semisimple part of the Levi decomposition
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Proof. First we observe that, since the sequence 5 splits, we can identify Gˆ′
with K˜ ′ ⋉ G˜ where K˜ ′ and G˜ are the simple connected connected subgroups
associated with k′ and g, in particular, G˜ and K˜ ′ are the universal cover of G
and K ′.
We also observe that as a′ is a lift of a, then, as vector spaces, a′ = a ⊕ a1,
where a1 ⊂ k′.
Finally, we observe that, because the affine action (Gˆ′, Hˆ ′, Γˆ′, a′) is Anosov,
we have a splitting
g′ := h′ ⊕ a′ ⊕ S ′ ⊕ U ′
which is ad(v0)-invariant for some element v0 ∈ a′ and, moreover, on S ′ and
U ′ has eigenvalues of positive and negative real parts respectively. Because
g′ = k′ ⋉ g it follows that this splitting can be further refined as
g′ := h⊕ a⊕ a1 ⊕ S0 ⊕ S1 ⊕ U0 ⊕ U1
where k′ := a1⊕S1⊕U1 and g := h⊕a⊕S0⊕U0. Which is also ad(v0)-invariant.
Such splitting, of course, descends to a splitting
T
(
Γˆ\Gˆ/Hˆ
)
:= Tφ0 ⊕ Tφ1 ⊕ E+0 ⊕ E
+
1 ⊕ E
−
0 ⊕ E
−
1
The integrability of Tφ0 ⊕ E+0 ⊕ E
−
0 follows from the fact that g is a Lie
subalgebra of g′.
Now, let α1, . . . , αl be the left invariant 1-forms on G (and also on G˜) that
induces the generalized l-contact action on (G,H,Γ, a) , and let π : Gˆ′ = K˜ ′ ⋉
G˜→ G˜ the projection on the second factor, and α˜j := π∗αj .
It is clear that dα˜j is non degenerate over S0⊕U0 and ker(dαj) = ha′⊕S1⊕U1,
and thus, such forms descends to left invariant forms α˜ over Γˆ\Gˆ/Hˆ such that
• dα˜j is non degenerate over E
+
0 ⊕ E
−
0
• ker(dαj) = Tφ⊕ E
+
1 ⊕ E
−
1
as we desired.
The following Lemma is classical
Lemma 3.11. There exists a bi-invariant connection on Gˆ′ defined by
∇′Y Z = [Y, Z] ∀ Y, Z left invariant
Because this connection is bi-invariant, it descends to a left invariant con-
nection ∇′′ on Gˆ′/Hˆ ′.
Lemma 3.12. Suppose that the Anosov action (G′, H ′,Γ′, a′) is topologically
transitive, then there exists a left invariant, a′ invariant, connection ∇˜ on Gˆ′/
Hˆ ′ that preserves the splitting
T
(
Gˆ/Hˆ
)
:= Tφ0 ⊕ Tφ1 ⊕ E+0 ⊕ E
+
1 ⊕ E
−
0 ⊕ E
−
1 (6)
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Proof. We just define, for any vector field Y ±i tangent to E
±
i and a vector field
Z:
∇˜ZY
±
i = p
±
i ∇
′
ZY
±
i
and for the vector fields Xs
∇˜Xs = 0
.
It is clear that this defines a new connection on Gˆ/Hˆ . Because a′ is in
the normalizer of Hˆ, and the connection ∇′ is bi-invariant,it follows that the
induced connection ∇′ on Gˆ/Hˆ is a′ invariant. Moreover, as a′ preserves the
splitting, ∇˜ is a′ invariant.
It remains to show that it is also left invariant, that is, for any g ∈ Gˆ we
must show
(Lg)∗(∇˜ZY ) = ∇˜(Lg)∗Z(Lg)∗Y
This is a straightforward computation using of the following facts:
• If Γ(Gˆ,Si) and Γ(Gˆ,Si)L denotes the space of vector fields tangent to
Si and the subspace of left invariant vector fields tangent to Si. Then
Γ(Gˆ,Si) is precisely the C∞(Gˆ) module generated by Γ(Gˆ,Si)L.
• For any left invariant vector field Y on Gˆ the projections πSi and πUi are
also left invariant vector fields.
• For any vector field Z on Gˆ/Hˆ, and g ∈ Gˆ, if Zˆ is a lift of Z, then (Lg)∗Zˆ
is a lift of (Lg)∗Z
Remark 3.13. For vector fields Y, Z tangent to E0 and E
+
1 respectively, let Yˆ
and Zˆ denote lifts which are tangent to S0⊕U0 and S1 respectively. If we write
Zˆ =
∑
fiZˆi and Yˆ =
∑
gj Yˆj where Zi and Yj are left invariant and also tangent
to S0 ⊕ U0 and S1. Then we have the following
∇˜ZY = p
+
1
(
∇′
Zˆ
Yˆ
)
= p+1
(∑
ij
fiZi(gj)Yj + figj [Zi, Yj ]
)
p+1
(∑
ij
fiZi(gj)Yj + figj[Zi, Yj ]
)
− p+1 (gjYj(fi)Zi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
= p+1 ([Z, Y ])
Lemma 3.14. There exists a left invariant q-form on G′/H ′, q = dim(k′),
which restricts to a volume form on the fibers of
G′/H ′ → G/H
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Before we prove this Lemma, we recall a classical result
Lemma 3.15. Consider G′ a connected Lie group and H ′ a closed subgroup.
If H ′ is compact, then the homogeneous space G′/H ′ is reductive, that is, there
exists a subspace m ⊂ g′ such that g′ = h′ ⊕m and, for every h ∈ H ′ we have:
Adh(m) ⊂ m
Proof of Lemma 3.14. First we remark the equivalence
Ωq(G′/H ′)G ≡ Λq(Hom(g′/h′,R)H
′
)
between left invariant forms on G′/H ′ and it’s linear counterpart, the H ′-
invariant alternating q-linear forms on g′/h′.
Let o denote the coset H ′ in G′/H ′ and consider the isotropy representation
χ := χG
′/H′ : H ′ → Aut(To(G
′/H ′))
h 7→ (dLh)o
where Lh denotes the left multiplication by h. From the splitting
g′ := h⊕ a⊕ a1 ⊕ S0 ⊕ S1 ⊕ U0 ⊕ U1
we identify (as vector spaces)
To(G
′/H ′) = m = a⊕ a1 ⊕ S0 ⊕ S1 ⊕ U0 ⊕ U1
With this identification, we have
χ(h) = (dLh)o = Ad
H′
h
where AdH
′
h is the induced adjoint on g
′/h′ −m.
We consider Θ˜ ∈ Λq(Hom(S1⊕U1,R)) where q = dim(S1⊕U1), and define,
for tangent vectors v1, . . . , vq ∈ S1 ⊕ U1
Θ(v1, . . . , vq) :=
∫
χ(H′)
θ˜(χ(h)v1, . . . , χ(h)vq)dχ(H
′)
where dχ(H ′) is a left invariant volume form on χ(H ′). We remark that as H ′
is compact, then so is χ(H ′) and thus the integral above is well defined.
Clearly, Θ is also belongs to Λq(Hom(S1 ⊕U1,R)). It remains to show that
it is H ′ invariant. We have:
(h′ ·Θ)(v1, . . . , vq) := Θ(Adh′(v1), . . . , Adh′(vq)
=
∫
χ(H′)
θ˜(Adh′χ(h)v1, . . . , Adh′χ(h)vq)dχ(H
′)
=
∫
χ(H′)
θ˜(Adh′Adhv1, . . . , Adh′Adhvq)dχ(H
′)
=
∫
χ(H′)
θ˜(χ(h′h)v1, . . . , χ(h
′h)vq)dχ(H
′)
As the volume form dχ(H ′) is left invariant the result follows.
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4 Gromov’s geometric structure
We shall now, define a rigid geometric structure (in the sense of Gromov) asso-
ciated with our geometric Anosov action. We recall that a Gromov A-structure
σ of order r and type (λ,Σ) on M is given by an algebraic manifold Σ with
an algebraic action λ : Glr(Rm) × Σ → Σ and a Glr(Rm) equivariant map
σ : F r(M)→ Σ.
Let m = 2(p + q) + k and V = Rm. We want to define an A-structure of
order 2 on M , but first let us understand a little better the group Gl2(V ) and
it’s action on F 2(M).
First, we will understand the elements of F 2(M) as pairs (ξp, Bp) where
ξp : V → TpM isomorphism
Bp : V × V → TpM bilinear
In a similar way, we understand the group Gl2(V ) := {j2f (0) f : V →
V f(0) = 0Df(0) invertible} as pairs (u,A) where u : V → V is an isomorphism
and A : V × V → V is bilinear. With this notation, the group law is given by
(u,A) · (u′, A′) = (u ◦ u′, A ◦ (u′ × u′) + u ◦A′)
and it right action on F 2(M) is given by
(ξp, Bp) · (u,A) = (ξp ◦ u,Bp ◦ (u × u) + ξp ◦A)
Now, to define Σ, denote by Grn(V ) the Grassmanian of n-planes in V and
define:
Σ :=
{
(X1, . . . , Xk, e
+
0 , e
−
0 , e
+
1 , e
−
1 , . . . , e
+
l , e
−
l , ω1, . . . , ωl, B1, . . . , Bl), with
Xj ∈ V ∀ j ; e
±
0 ∈ Gr
p(V ) ; e±j ∈ Gr
q(V ) such that
V = RX1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ RXk ⊕ e
+
0 ⊕ e
−
0 ⊕ e
+
j ⊕ e
−
j
ωj ∈ Λ
2(V ∗) such that, for each j ∈ {1, . . . , l}
kerωj = RX1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ RXk ⊕ e
+
j ⊕ e
−
j
B : V × Ej → Ej bilinear map such that
Ej = RX1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ RXj−1 ⊕ RXj+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ RXk ⊕ e
+
j ⊕ e
−
j
}
The inspiration for this structure is more or less clear, except, perhaps, for
the bilinear maps Bj . We recall that we are interested in rigid k-geometric
Anosov actions and, therefore, the action comes with invariant connections ∇˜j
on the Tφj ⊕Ej , this connection have associated Christoffel symbols Γkst which
will be understood as the bilinear map B.
Now, to construct the right action of Gl2(V ) on Σ.
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Let (X1, . . . , Xk, e
+
0 , e
−
0 , e
+
1 , e
−
1 , . . . , e
+
l , e
−
l , ω1, . . . , ωl, B1, . . . , Bl) ∈ Σ and
(u,A) ∈ Gl2(V ). The linear part u acts on Xj , e
±
i and ωj in the obvious way,
by changing coordinates. It remains to define Bj · (u,A). To simplify, we omit
the index j and write B = Bj . We are tempted to define it as
B · (u,A) := u−1 ◦B ◦ (u × u) + u−1 ◦A
which is the usual formula for the change of coordinates for the Christoffel
Symbols. However, the bilinear map must be (e+j ⊕ e
−
j ) valued and defined
on V × (e+j ⊕ e
−
j ). We must correct the domains and counter domains. Let
π : V → (e+j ⊕ e
−
j ) be the projection (with respect to the splitting V = RX1 ⊕
· · · ⊕ RXk ⊕ e
+
0 ⊕ e
−
0 ⊕ e
+
j ⊕ e
−
j ) and uj the restriction of u to e
+
j ⊕ e
−
j . Then
we define
B · (u,A) := (u−1j ◦B ◦ (u× uj) + u
−1
j ◦ π ◦A
It is easy to check that we have in fact defined a Gl2(V ) right action. It
remains to construct the Gl2(V )-invariant map σ : F 2(M) → Σ. Before we
do this, we consider the following procedure. Consider a splitting Rm = E ⊕
F , we want to construct a basis for E. Let πRm → E be the projection,
and {e1, . . . , em} the canonical basis for Rm. Let fi = π(ei), then the set
{f1, . . . , fm} of course generates E. Let i0 ∈ {1, . . . ,m} be the smallest number
such that
{f1, . . . , fi0}
is linearly dependent. Now, take i1 ∈ {1, . . . , i0 − 1, i0 + 1, . . . ,m} such that
{f1, . . . , fi0−1, fi0+1, . . . fi1)}
is linearly dependent. As E has finite dimension, this process eventually finishes,
and we obtain a basis for E, which allow us to identify E = Rl for some l. Doing
the same with F , there exists a ”canonical” way to identify E⊕F with Rl⊕Rm−l.
In particular, for a splitting TM =
⊕
i Ei we can always understand a linear
map ξp : R
m → Tmp as the direct sum of isomorphisms R
di → Ei.
Now, to define the map σ we just define σ(ξp, Bp) as the pullback (via ξp) of
the tensors and the bilinear map as the Christoffel Symbols of the connection
∇˜j , where we use the previous procedure to obtain a local frame of TM and
Tφj ⊕ E+j ⊕ E
−
j .
5 An adapted connection
On this section, we develop some technical preparation for studying what will
turn out to be the Lie algebra of G′ on our intended (G′, G′/H ′)-structure on
M . This section follows closely the work of Benoist-Foulon-Labourie, and most
of the proofs in this section are (somewhat more technical and cumbersome)
adaptation of the original proofs on [16] and were included for the sake of com-
pleteness and clarity.
Consider k-geometric Anosov action on M ,
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Lemma 5.1. For every j ∈ {1, . . . , l}, and real valued linear functionals C±j :
R
k → R there exists unique smooth connection ∇j on Tφ0 ⊕ E+0 ⊕ E
−
0 that
satisfies
∇jdαj = 0 ; ∇
jαi = 0 ∀i ; ∇
j(E±0 ) ⊂ E
±
0 ; ∇
jTφ0 ⊂ Tφ0 (7)
and for X ∈ Γ(M,Tφ), Z±i ∈ Γ(M,E
±
i ), i ∈ {0, 1}
∇jZ1Z
±
0 = pˇ
±
j ([Z1, Z
±
0 ]) (8)
∇j
Z∓
0
Z±0 = pˇ
±
j ([Z
∓
0 , Z
±
0 ]) (9)
∇jXZ
±
0 = [X,Z
±
0 ] + C
±
j (X)Z
±
0 (10)
Where pˇ±j denotes the projection TM → E
±
0 with respect to the splitting
TM = Tφ⊕ E+0 ⊕ E
−
0 ⊕ E
+
j ⊕ E
−
j
and we use the natural identification Rk = Tpφ = RX1(p) ⊕ · · · ⊕ RXk(p) to
compute C±(X). Moreover, because αs vanishes outside of Tφ⊕ E
+
0 ⊕ E
−
0 , we
can consider then as elements of Λ1(Tφ⊕ E+0 ⊕ E
−
0 )
∗. Similarly for dαj.
Proof. First, we shall prove that a connection ∇j wich satisfies the hypothesis
of the Lemma 5.1, also satisfies ∇jXs = 0 for every 1 ≤ sl ≤ l. For the sake of
clearer notation, we shall avoid using the j superscript on the connection, and
simply denote ∇ instead of ∇j .
From ∇αi = 0 we have, for any vector fields Y, Z,
0 = (∇Y αi)(Xs) = Y (αi(Xs))− αi(∇YXs) = −αi(∇YXs)
As ∇Tφ0 ⊂ Tφ0 it follows that ∇YXs = 0.
Now, we just have to define ∇G±
i
Z±0 . For this, we notice that ∇dαj = 0
means that for every vector field A,B,C we have
0 = (∇Cdαj)(A,B) = LC(dαj(A,B)) + dαj(∇CA,B)− dαj(A,∇CB)
But dαj restricted to E
+⊕E− is non degenerate, thus we define ∇G±
i
Z±0 to be
the unique vector field tangent to E±0 which satisfies, for every Y
∓
0 ∈ Γ(M,E
∓
0 ).
dαj(∇G±
i
Z±0 , Y
∓
0 ) = LG±
i
(dαj(Z
±
0 , Y
∓
0 ))− dαj(Z
±
0 ,∇G±
i
Y ∓0 )
Remark 5.2. Notice that the smoothness of the splitting means that this con-
nection is smooth.
Remark 5.3. If we consider a rigid k-geometric Anosov action, with connections
∇˜j on E+j ⊕ E
−
j , then we can use the above connections ∇
j to define new
connections ∇j′ on TM in the usual way:
∇j′A(B + C) = ∇
j
AB + ∇˜
j
AC
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A ∈ Γ(M,TM) ; B ∈ Γ(M,Tφ0 ⊕ E+0 ⊕ E
−
0 ) ; C ∈ Γ(M,Tφ
j ⊕ E+1 ⊕ E
−
1 )
We observe that on the intersection Tφ0∩Tφj the connections coincide, and the
formula above is well defined. We will write simply ∇j for this new connections.
This new connections will satisfy:
∇jdαj = 0 ; ∇
jαi = 0 ∀i ; ∇
j(E±i ) ⊂ E
±
i ; ∇
jTφj ⊂ Tφj (11)
and for X ∈ Γ(M,Tφ), Z±i ∈ Γ(M,E
±
i ), i ∈ {0, j}
∇jZjZ
±
0 = pˇ
±
j ([Zj , Z
±
0 ]) (12)
∇jZ0Z
±
j = p
±
j ([Z0, Z
±
j ]) (13)
∇j
Z∓
0
Z±0 = pˇ
±
j ([Z
∓
0 , Z
±
0 ]) (14)
∇j
Z∓
j
Z±j = p
±
j ([Z
∓
j , Z
±
j ]) (15)
∇jXZ
±
0 = [X,Z
±
0 ] + C
±
j (X)Z
±
0 (16)
∇jXZj = [X,Zj] (17)
Lemma 5.4. The geodesics of ∇j which are tangent to E± are complete.
Proof. Associated with the connection∇ = ∇j we have the concepts of exponen-
tial map and normal neighbourhoods, which are analogous to the Riemannian
case. On such a neighbourhood, the exponential map is give us the geodesic.
Since M is compact, there exists a constant c > 0 such that for every tangent
vector Y ofM with ‖Y ‖ < c we can integrate the geodesic with initial condition
Y to a time equal or greater the one.
Now, suppose that we have Y ∈ E+, this means that there exists t0 such
that for t < t0 we have
‖dφ(ta, · )Y ‖ < c
and through dφ(ta, · )Y we can integrate the geodesic to a time equal or greater
then one. But the action φ is affine (with respect to∇), which means it transport
geodesics, and therefore, we can integrate the geodesic through Y to a time
equal or greater then one. As Y is arbitrary, the geodesics tangent to E+ are
complete.
5.1 Infinitesimal affine transformations and Killing fields
Fix some point v0 ∈ M with compact orbit. We define the Lie algebra gˆ′
as the Lie algebra of germs at v0 of infinitesimal affine transformations of the
connections ∇˜j . That is, germs of vector fields Y satisfying
[LY , ∇˜
j
Z ] = ∇˜
j
[Y,Z] ∀ j
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Now we define the Lie algebras g′ as germs of vector fields Y ∈ gˆ′ that also
satisfies: 

Lydαj = 0 ∀ j
LYXs = 0 ∀ s
[Y,E±i ] ⊂ E
±
i i ∈ {0, 1}
Notice that the second condition implies the third. The following Lemma is
straightforward.
Lemma 5.5. The Lie algebra g′ is the Lie algebra of killing vector fields of the
geometric structure defined in the previous subsection, and is contained in the
the Lie algebra of germs of affine vector fields for the connection ∇j for every
j.
Corollary 5.6. The geometric structure σ is Gromov-rigid.
Proof. We just recall that linear connections are Gromov-rigid.
Corollary 5.7. The pseudo-group G of local automorphisms of σ has an open,
dense orbit Ω ⊂M
Proof. We note that G contains the diffeomorphisms defined by the Anosov
action. Moreover, the Anosov action preserves a volume form, and it is there-
fore topologicaly transitive, thus G has a dense orbit. The result follows from
Gromov’s open-dense orbit theorem.
Lemma 5.8. If Y ∈ g′ then the αs(Y ) is constant for every s.
Proof. Let us write Y = Y0 + Yj
∑
fiXi, where Y0 is tangent to E0 and Yj is
tangent to Ej . As Xs preserves the splitting and [Xs, Y ] = 0, it follows that
Xs(fi) = 0 ∀i, s
This means that the functions fi are constant along the orbits of the action. But
the action is topologically transitive, and therefore fi = αi(Y ) is constant.
Consider the following Lie subalgebra:
k′j = {Z ∈ g
′ ; iZdαj = 0 α1(Z) = . . . αl(Z) = 0}
Lemma 5.9. The Lie sub-algebras k′j ⊂ g
′ are ideals, and the induces a split
short exact sequences:
0 −→ k′j −→ g
′ π
j
−→ g′/k′j︸ ︷︷ ︸
gj
−→ 0 (18)
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Proof. That k′j are ideals is straightforward. Consider the splitting TM = Tφ
0⊕
Tφ′ ⊕ E0 ⊕ Ej , where Tφ0 is tangent to the action generated by {X1, . . . , Xl}
and Tφ′ by the action {Xl+1, . . . , Xk}. According to this splitting, we consider
the projections:
Pj : TM → Tφ
′ ⊕ Ej
Pˇj : TM → Tφ
0 ⊕ E0
Clearly Id = Pˇj + Pj . Let Y ∈ g′, let us show that Pj(Y ) and Pˇj(Y ) also
belongs to g′. First, we remark that if Y ∈ g′ then, in particular, Y ∈ g˜′ and from
our definition of rigid k-geometric actions, as [Y,Xs] = 0, then [Pˇj(Y ), Xs] = 0
and thus we have Pˇj(Y ) ∈ g˜
′ and thus, Pj(Y ) = Y − Pˇj(Y ) ∈ g˜
′.
Now, let us check that Y ′ = Pj(Y ) belongs to g
′.
• LY ′dαj = d ◦ iY ′(dαj) = 0 as Tφ′ ⊕ Ej ⊂ kerdαj .
• As Xs preserves the splitting, [Xs, Ei] ⊂ Ei and thus
0 = [Y,Xs] = [Pj(Y ) + Pˇj(Y ), Xs] = [Pj(Y ), Xs] + [Pˇj(Y ), Xs]
implies that both terms are zero.
Now, it is easy to see that k′j = Pj(g
′). Now, let us see that Pˇj : g
′ → g′ is a
lie algebra homomorphism. We recall that k′j is an ideal and thus Pˇj([A, k
′]) = 0.
We have
Pˇj([A,B]) = Pˇj([PˇjA+ PjA, PˇjB + PjB])
= Pˇj
(
PˇjA, PˇjB] + [PˇjA,PjB] + [PjA, PˇjB] + [PjA,PjB]
)
= Pˇj [PˇjA, PˇjB]
Now,as Tφ0⊕E0 is integrable, [PˇjA, PˇjB] is tangent to Tφ0⊕E0, and we obtain
Pˇj([A,B]) = [PˇjA, PˇjB].
Finally, we observe that we can identify g′/k′j with Pˇj(g
′) as we desired.
In particular, as the sequence splits, we can write g′ = gj ⋉ k
′
j and the map
πj : g′ → gj is actually the projection Pˇj .
Remark 5.10. If we write g′ = gj ⋉ k
′
j and Id = Pˇj + Pj the projections on
the first and second factors, as above, it is clear that, for s = 1, . . . , l we have
Xs = Pˇj(Xs) + Pj(Xs) = Pˇj(Xs), that is, for every j, if we write g
′ = gj ⋉ k
′
j
then Xs ∈ gj . In other words, let σj : gj → g′ be the morphisms which splits
the sequence (18), then Xs = σj ◦ Pˇj(Xs).
Finally, we define the following two Lie sub algebras:
h′ = {Y ∈ g′ Yp = 0}
hj = Pˇj(h
′) ⊂ gj
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Our end goal is to model our manifold after G′/H ′ where G′ and H ′ are Lie
groups with Lie algebras g′ and h′. Naturally, some questions arises: Are there
groups G′ and H ′ such that H ′ is closed in G′? The following Lemma shows
that we can reduce this question to the Lie groups G and H corresponding to g
and h.
Lemma 5.11. Let G′ and G be the simple connected Lie groups with Lie alge-
bras g′ and g, and let H ′ ⊂ G′ be the connected subgroup with Lie algebra h′.
Let π : G′ → G be the unique Lie group homomomorphism associated with the
projection map g′ → g′/k′ = g, and let H = π(H ′). Suppose that H ⊂ G is
closed, then H ′ ⊂ G′ is closed.
Proof. As π is continuous, Hˆ = π−1(H) ⊂ G′ is a closed subgroup. Moreover,
if K ′ ⊂ G′ is a connected subgroup with Lie algebra k′, then K ′ is a normal
subgroup and Hˆ = H ′ ·K ′. Now, let H ∋ hj → z be a converging sequence. As
Hˆ is closed, z = h · k for h ∈ H ′ and k ∈ K ′.
We can suppose that z is small2, then hj = expaj for aj ∈ h′ and h = exp a
and k = exp b for a ∈ h′ and k ∈ k′. Now, we use Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff
formula, and use the fact that k′ is an ideal to write:
z = exp(a) exp(b) = exp(a+ k˜) for some k˜ ∈ k′
for some k˜ ∈ k′. Because the exponential is a diffeomorphism near the identity,
hj → z implies aj → a + k˜. But h′ is a closed subspace, and thus, a + k˜ ∈ h′,
that is, z ∈ H ′.
We shall now, develop the tools to study the Lie algebras we defined above.
Our main tool is given by the following definition and Lemma, which will allow
us to do some computations with the the Lie algebra g′, by making use of the fact
that it also an algebra of infinitesimal affine transformations for the connections
∇j
Definition 5.12. Let us denote V0 = Tv0M . For each j, the connection ∇
j
induces a a bracket operation on End(V0)× V0 given by:
[(A, a), (B, b)]j := ([A,B] +R
∇j (a, b), T∇
j
(a, b) +Ab−Ba)
The bracket [ · , · ]j doesn’t make End(V0)×V0 a Lie algebra, but it allows us
to embed the Lie algebra g′ on End(V0)×V0. The classical (Kobayashi-Nomizu)
lemma about killing fields has the following adaptation:
Lemma 5.13. For each j, the map
θjo : g
′ → End(V0)× V0
Y 7→
(
(LY −∇
j
Y )v0 , Yv0
)
is a monomorphism and it preserves the bracket.
2Notice that for sufficiently large N the sequence h−1
N
hj is bounded near the identity, and
thus, we can always suppose, by translating the sequence, that it converges to somwhere near
the identity.
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Proof. To prove that θo is injective we shall show that the germ of a Killing
vector field X at o depends only on (AX)o and Xo. To see this, consider a
smooth curve γ(t) on M passing through o. We denote by a(t) = AX(γ(t)),
v(t) = γ˙(t) and x(t) = X(γ(t)). From (∇Y (AX))Z = R(X,Y )Z3, and AXY =
−∇YX − T (X,Y ), it follows that
∇v(t)a(t) = R(x(t), v(t))
∇v(t)x(t) = −T (x(t), v(t)) − a(t)v(t)
We have therefore a Cauchy problem and thus, the germ of X at o depends
only on the initial data: (AX)o and Xo.
Straightforward computations shows that the bracket is preserved.
Let H′ denote the the group of local automorphism of the geometric struc-
ture, which preserves our base point p. It is clear that the Lie algebra of H′ is
precisely h′. The following Lemma connect this Lie group with the embedding
θjo.
Lemma 5.14. Consider the map i : H′ → Aut(V0) given by i(ϕ) = dϕv0 . Then
this map is a finite covering onto it’s image and its differential coincides with
θjo restricted to h
′.
Proof. To prove the second assertion, we consider Y ∈ h′ and ψt := exp(tY ).
Let Z be a vector field around v0. As ψ
t fixes v0, the parallel transport in this
orbit reduces to the identity, and therefore, (∇Y Z)v0 = 0. We have
die(Y ) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
i(exp(tY )) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
(ψt∗)
but, for a vector field Z around v0
lim
t→0
1
t
(ψt∗Z − Z) = lim
t→0
1
−t
(ψ−t∗ Z − Z)
= −(LY Z)v0 = (∇Y Z)v0 − (LY Z)v0 = (AY )v0Zv0
and thus,
die(Y ) = (AY )v0
as we wanted.
To see that i is a covering map, we just notice that θj0 is injective, (Lemma
5.13). It remains to prove that his covering is finite.
From the definition of Gromov-rigidity, the map
H ′ → Glr(Tv0M)
h 7→ jrv0(h)
3This is a classical result, Kobayashi-Nomizu
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is injective for some jet group Glr(Tv0M). We recall that the exact sequence
1→ ker(p)→ Glr(Tv0M)
p
→ Gl(Tv0M)→ 1
splits and thus, induces a splitting on the exact sequence:
1→ ker(p)→ H ′
p
→ i(H ′) ⊂ Gl(Tv0M)→ 1
In particular, we can write
H ′ = i(H ′)⋉ Γ
Where Γ is discrete. But H ′ is algebraic, and thus has only a finite number of
connected components. It follows that Γ is finite.
Remark 5.15. Notice that while the map θjo does depends on the choice of j and
associated connection, the map i doesn’t, and thus, the restriction of θjo to the
Lie algebra h′ doesn’t depends on the choice of j.
Let ϕt be the flow of X given by an Anosov element. As the Anosov elements
form an open cone on Rk, we have some freedom to choose this element. We shall
chose an element, such that v0 is a periodic point of ϕt of period t0. Consider
the map (dϕt0)v0 ∈ H
′ ⊂ Aut(V0). As H′ is algebraic, it has a finite number of
connected components, and thus, there exists n0 ∈ N such that (dϕnt0 )v0 is in
the connected component (of H′) of the identity. We set l0 = (dϕnt0)v0 , and L0
the logarithm of the hyperbolic part of the Iwasawa decomposition of l0
4. In
particular expL0 have positive eigenvalues.
Lemma 5.16. The following assertions are valid:
1. H′ is an algebraic subgroup of Aut(V0)
2. L0 ∈ h′
3. We can choose an iterate lr0, r ≥ 0 of l0 such that the eigenvalues of the
corresponding L0 (that is, the logarithm of the hyperbolic part of l
r
0) on
E+v0 (resp. E
−
v0) are strictly negative (resp. positive).
Proof. 1. From the demonstration of the open-dense orbit theorem, it follows
that
H′ = Autlocv0v0(σ) = Aut
r
v0v0(σ)
for some r. But Autrv0v0(σ) which is algebraic by construction.
2. As H′ is algebraic, it contains both the hyperbolic and the elliptic part of
its elements (Helgason [?], IX.§7 Lemma 7.1, or Seco et al. [?].).
4While it is not true, in general, that the logarithm of an element of a Lie group exist, the
logarithm map is well defined on the hyperbolic part of the Iwasawa decomposition
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3. This will follows from the Anosov property of the action. In fact, as
L0 ∈ h′, we use the identification θo and write L0 = (L˜0, 0), where L˜0 =
(∇L0 − LL0)v0 . However, as we have seen (Lemma 5.14), the restriction
of θo to h
′ coincides with the differential of H ′ ∋ h 7→ dhv0 ∈ GL(V0).
Thus, L˜0 acts on Z0 ∈ Ev0 precisely as the (hyperbolic part of the) differ-
ential of an Anosov element. Let us call this differential T .
While it may not be true that
‖T|
E
+
v0
‖ ≤ 1
It is true that
‖T r|
E
+
v0
‖ ≤ 1
for some r. Thus, T r restricted to E+v0 have eigenvalues of module less then
one, and therefore it’s hyperbolic part restricted to E+v0 have eigenvalues
on the open interval ]0, 1[, and thus its logarithm have strictly negative
eigenvalues.
Lemma 5.17. The curvature Kj of ∇j satisfies:
1. K(Xs, Xl)W
+
0 = 0
2. K(Xs, Y
±
j )W
+
0 = 0
3. K(Y −j , Z
−
j )W
+
0 = 0
4. K(Y +j , Z
+
j )W
+
0 = 0
Proof. (1) We notice that for W =W+0
∇Xs∇XlW = ∇Xs
(
[Xl,W ] + C
+
j (Xl)W
)
= [Xs, [Xl,W ] + C
+
j (Xl)W ] + C
+
j (Xs)
(
[Xl,W ] + C
+
j (Xl)W
)
= [Xs, [Xl,W ]] + C
+
j (Xl)[Xs,W ] + C
+
j (Xs)[Xl,W ] + C
+
j (Xs)C
+
j (Xl)W
and thus,
∇Xs∇XlW−∇Xl∇XsW = [Xs, [Xl,W ]]−[Xl, [Xs,W ]] = [W, [Xs, Xl]] = 0
Finally, we have
K(Xs, Xl)W := ∇Xs∇XlW −∇Xl∇XsW −∇[Xs, Xl]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
W = 0
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(2) As Xs preservers the splitting TM = Tφ⊕E
+
0 ⊕E
−
0 ⊕E
+
j ⊕E
−
j , it follows,
that, for any vector field Z we have
pˇ+j ([Xx, Z]) = [Xs, pˇ
+
j (Z)]
and thus, writing X = Xs, Y = Y
±
j and W = W
+
0 we have the following
computations
K(Xs, Y
±
j )W
+
0 = ∇X∇YW −∇Y∇XW −∇[X,Y ]W
= [X,∇YW ] + C
+
j (X)∇YW − pˇ
+
j [Y,∇XW ]− pˇ
+
j [[X,Y ],W ]
= [X, pˇ+j [Y,W ]] + C
+
j (X)pˇ
+
j [Y,W ]− pˇ
+
j [Y, [X,W ] + C
+
j (X)W ]− pˇ
+
j [[X,Y ],W ]
= pˇ+j
(
[X, [Y,W ]]− [Y, [X,W ]]− [[X,Y ],W ]
)
= 0
(3) Let us write the Bianchi’s identity:
S(K(A,B)Z) = S(T (T (A,B), Z)) +∇ZT (A,B)
where S denotes the cyclic sum. It is clear that if A,B are tangent to
E+j ⊕ E
−
j , then the last term vanishes. Thus
S(K(Y −1 , Z
−
1 )W
+
0 ) = T (T (Z
−
1 ,W
+
0 ), Y
−
1 ) + T (T (W
+
0 , Y
−
1 ), Z
−
1 )
Now, from
T (E−1 , E
+
0 ) = pˇ
+
j ([E
−
1 , E
+
0 ])−∇E+
0
E−1 − [E
−
1 , E
+
0 ]
and Id = pˇ+j +pˇ
−
j +p
+
j +p
−
j +
∑
s αs( · )xs, it follows that pˇ
+
j (T (E
−
j , E
+
0 )) =
0, that is T (E+0 , E
−
j ) is tangent to E
−
0 ⊕ E
+
j ⊕ E
−
j ⊕ Tφ.
Simple computations, shows that T (Xs, Z
±) = C±j (Xs)p
±
0 Z
±, moreover,
from the rigidity condition of our geometric structure, it follows that for
A,B tangent to Ej = E
+
j ⊕ E
−
j we have T (A,B) is tangent to Tφ.
Thus, if we write T (Z−j ,W
+
0 ) = A
−
0 + Aj + Aφ where A
−
0 is tangent to
E−0 , Aj is tangent to E
+
j ⊕ E
−
j and Aφ is tangent to Tφ, then
T (T (Z−j ,W
+
0 ), Y
−
j ) = T (A
−
0 +Aj +Aφ, Y
−
j )
= T (A−0 , Y
−
j )︸ ︷︷ ︸
tangent to E−
+ T (Aj , Y
−
1 )︸ ︷︷ ︸
tangent to Tφ
+ T (Aφ, Y
−
j )︸ ︷︷ ︸
tangent to E−
j
thus T (T (Z−j ,W
+
0 ), Y
−
j ) and T (T (W
+
0 , Y
−
j ), Z
−
j ) are tangent to E
−⊕Tφ.
Because the curvature also preserves the splitting, we obtain
K(Y −j , Z
−
j )W
+
0 = 0
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(4) If we write Y = Y +j , Z = Z
+
j and W =W
−
0 we have
K(Y +j , Z
+
j )W
+
0 = ∇Y∇ZW −∇Z∇YW −∇[Y,Z]W
= pˇ+j
(
[Y, pˇ+j [Z,W ]]− [Z, pˇ
+
j [Y,W ]]− [[Y, Z],W ]
)
= pˇ+j
(
[Y, pˇ+j [Z,W ]]− [Z, pˇ
+
j [Y,W ]]− [Y, [Z,W ]] + [Z, [Y,W ]]
)
= pˇ+j
(
[Y, (pˇ+j − Id)[Z,W ]]− [Z, (pˇ
+
j − Id)[Y,W ]]
)
Now, for E+ = E+0 ⊕ E
+
j we wirte Id = pˇ
+
j + p
+
j , moreover, E
+ is
integrable, and thus, [Z,W ] and [Y,W ] are tangent to E+.
K(Y +j , Z
+
j )W
+
0 = pˇ
+
j
(
[Y, (pˇ+j − Id)[Z,W ]]− [Z, (pˇ
+
j − Id)[Y,W ]]
)
= pˇ+j
(
[Y,−p+j [Z,W ]]− [Z,−p
+
j [Y,W ]]
)
Now, Tφj ⊕Ej is integrable, and thus [Y,−p
+
j [Z,W ]]− [Z,−p
+
j [Y,W ]] is
tangent to Tφj ⊕ Ej . In particular
p+0 ([Y,−p
+
j [Z,W ]]− [Z,−p
+
j [Y,W ]]) = 0
6 About the Lie algebra g
Recall that on the construction of the connections ∇j we had some choices of
linear maps C±j : R
k → R. From here on we shall suppose that C±j (Xi) =
δijs
±
j for some non zero constants s
±
j . Latter on we shall choose this constants
precisely.
Theorem 6.1. Let I ′ = SpanR{X1, . . . , Xl} ⊂ g
′ and Ij = pˇj(I
′) ⊂ gj. Then
the Lie algebra gj is reductive and its centre Ij5
This theorem will follow from the following lemma:
Lemma 6.2. The nil-radical of gj is Ij.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. To avoid cluttering the notation, we shall omit the index
j. From here on, we shall denote I = Ij and g = gj First observe that the lemma
implies that I is in fact the centre of g, just notice that the center is in fact a
nilpotent ideal of g. Consider a solvable ideal a of g. Then there exists ideals
a1, . . . , al such that [aj, aj ] ⊂ aj+1 and
a = a0 ≥ a1 ≥ · · · ≥ ar ≥ ar+1 = 0
In this setting, ar is an abelian ideal, and therefore is nilpotent. From Lemma
6.2. It follows ar ⊂ I.
5We recall that, from Remark 5.10, if we write g′ = gj ⋉ k′j , then Ij = I
′
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Now, [ar−1, ar−1] ⊂ ar ⊂ I and thus
[[ar−1, ar−1], ar−1] ⊂ [I, ar−1] = 0
that is, ar−1 is a nilpotent ideal of g and therefore ar−1 ⊂ I. Proceeding by
induction, we obtain a ⊂ I and thus I is in fact the radical of g, which is
therefore reductive.
Proof of Lemma 6.2. We follow the convention of the last Lemma and omit the
index j.
Notice that each Xs belongs to the center of g
′ and thus pˇj(Xs) belongs
to the center of g, that is, I ⊂ Z(g). Take a nilpotent ideal j ⊂ g, and let
j′ = pˇ−1j (j). As expL0 is hyperbolic, this means that L0 has real eigenvalues
and we can write
g′ =
⊕
i∈R
g′i ; g =
⊕
i∈R
gi ; j
′ =
⊕
i∈R
j′i ; j =
⊕
i∈R
ji ; V0 := Tv0M =
⊕
i∈R
V0,i
where g′i (respectively ji and V0,i) is the (generalized) eigenspace associated with
the eigenvalue i of the action of L0 on g
′ (respectively j and V0).
Remember that we are identifying g′ with it’s image under the map θjo :
g′ → End(V0)⊕ V0. Also remember that h′ is identified with its image (via θo)
on End(V0), and thus, we identify L0 = (L0, 0). We shall denote by (A, a) the
class of a (A, a) ∈ g′ in g. Notice, that for an element (A, a) we can choose
a representative (A′, a′) such that a′ is tangent to Tφ0 ⊕ E+0 ⊕ E
−
0 , that is,
p±j (a
′) = 0.
Now, for i 6= 0 let (A, y) ∈ j′i, then, for every (A
′, y′) ∈ g′−i, we have:
(A′′, y′′) =: [(A, y), (A′, y′)] ∈ j′0
Notice that j′0 ⊂ g
′
0, and
g′0 = {(Q, q) ∈ g
′; [L0, (Q, q)] = 0}
= {(Q, q) ∈ j; ([L0, Q], L0q) = 0}
but, the eigenvalues of L0 restricted to E
+ ⊕ E− are strictly non zero, and
thus, g′0 ⊂ h
′⊕I. Now, as (A, y) ∈ ji for i 6= 0, we have that L0y = iy, and thus
y ∈ E+⊕E−, it follows that, αj(y) = 0. And analogous for y′, that is, (A′, y′) ∈
g′−i, and thus, L0y
′ = −iy′ and thus, y′ ∈ E+ ⊕ E−, therefore αj(y′) = 0. It
is also clear that either y = p+y and y′ = p−y′ or y = p−y and y′ = p+y′,
and some computations shows that either Ay′ = p+Ay′ and A′y = p−A′y or
Ay′ = p−Ay′ and A′y = p+A′y. Thus, from (A′′, y′′) =: [(A, y), (A′, y′)] ∈ j0, it
follows that y′′ belongs to Tφ, that is
y′′ =
∑
s
αs(y
′′) =
∑
s
αs
(tangent to E+⊕E−︷ ︸︸ ︷
∇yy
′ −∇y′y −[y, y
′] +Ay′ −A′y︸ ︷︷ ︸
tangent to E+⊕E−
)
= −
∑
s
αs([y, y
′])Xs
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Therefore,
(A′′, y′′) = ([A,A′]− R(y, y′),−
∑
s
αs([y, y
′])Xs)
Now, consider θo(Xs) = ((AXs )v0 , Xs,v0). As
AXsY = LXsY −∇XsY
= LXsY − [Xs, Y ]− Ssj(Y ) = −Ssj(Y )
where
Ssj(Y ) = C
+
j (Xs)pˇ
+
j (Y ) + C
−
j (Xs)pˇ
−
j (Y )
we have that θo(Xs) = (−Ssj,v0 , Xs,v0) = (−Ssj , Xs). Thus,
(A′′, y′′) +
∑
s
αs([y, y
′])θo(Xs) =
∑
s
([A,A′]−R(y, y′)− αs([y, y
′])Ssj , 0)
That is,
(A′′, y′′)Mod I ′ =
∑
s
([A,A′]−R(y, y′)− αs([y, y
′])Ssj , 0)
Now, j is a nilpotent ideal, and therefore the adjoint of its bracket has null
trace for every invariant subspace stable (Foulon, P. and Labourie, F. [?]. Proof
of Proposition 3.7) by j. Moreover, from identifying g′/h′ = Tv0M , we also
identify
g/h = (Tφ0)v0 ⊕ (E
+
0 )v0 ⊕ (E
−
0 )v0
and we obtain:
Tr|E±
0
(A′′, y′′) = 0
Notice that I ′ is contained in the centre, and therefore it doesn’t contribute
to the trace, and thus
Tr|E±
0
(A′′, y′′)Mod I ′ = 0
From the linearity of the trace, we have
0 = Tr|E±
0
[A,A′] + Tr|E±
0
R(y, y′) +
∑
s
Tr|E±
0
αs([y, y
′])Ssj
The first term is clearly zero, while the trace of a projection is given by the
dimension of the subspace it projects into, and thus TrE±
0
Ssj = qC
±
j (Xs).
Now, consider the determinant bundles Λ±0 := Λ
q(E±0 )
∗. The connections
∇j induces a natural connection ∇ˆj on Λ±0 . The curvature of Λ
±
0 is given by:
K∇ˆ
j
(Y, Z) = Tr(K∇
j
(Y, Z)|E±
0
)
Suppose that Y, Z are tangent to E+0 ⊕ E
−
0 , then, because (dαj)|
E
+
0
⊕E−
0
is non
degenerate, there exists a linear map Bj such that K∇ˆ
j
(Y, Z) = dαj(B
jY, Z).
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Lemma 6.3. The map Bj is nilpotent.
For now, we accept the truth of this Lemma. We shall provide the proof in
the next section. Back to our computations, we are interested in (A, y), thus
we can choose (A, y) and (A′, y′) such that y and y′ are tangent to E−0 ⊕ E
−
0 .
We obtain
0 =dαj(B
jy, y′) +
∑
s
αs([y, y
′])qC±j (Xs)
+
= dαj(B
jy, y′)− q
∑
s
C±j (Xs)
±dαs(y, y
′)
But, we have chosen C±j such that C
±
j (Xs) = δsjs
±
j for non zero s
±
j , and
thus
0 =dαj((B
j + qs+j )y, y
′)
As this is true for every y′, it follows (Bj + qs+j )y. But s
+
j 6= 0 and B
j is
nilpotent (and thus doesn’t have a non zero eigenvalue), therefore y = 0.
We conclude that ji ⊂ h6. Thus,
j ⊂ h⊕ I
Now, h can’t contain an ideal of g′7, thus, the projection j → h is zero and
we obtain j ⊂ I as wanted.
7 Proof of Lemma 6.3
The goal of this section is to prove Lemma 6.3.
The proof follows closely the proofs of Benoist-Foulon-Labourie and, where
no major alterations are needed, we omit the proof as needed.
As we mentioned before, we consider the determinant bundle Λ±0 := Λ
q(E±0 )
∗
with induced connection ∇ˆj and curvature Ωj := K∇ˆ
j
. To avoid cluttering the
notation, we omit the superscript j for the duration of this section, still, we
reserve the letter j, for the particular choice of connection ∇j . We also abuse
the notation and write simply ∇ˆj = ∇
Before proving this, lets build a primitive of Ωj. Let ζ = ζj be a section of
Λ+0 . If Λ
+
0 is trivial, we can assume this section to be never vanishing, otherwise,
6We proved that for (A, y) ∈ ji, there exists a representative (A, y) such that y = 0, that
is (A, y) ∈ h′, and thus (A, y) ∈ pˇj(h′) = hj = h
7Let (A, 0) ∈ h, if we chose any (B, b) ∈ g such that b ∈ V +0 and Ab 6= 0, we have
[(A, 0), (B, b)] 6∈ h′
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we take a section ζ modulo sign (that is, a section of |Λ+0 |
8).
Now, remember that the connection form β of a vector bundle E (with
respect to a local frame s) is given by
∇Es = s · β
where β can be understood as a End(E) valued form. On the case at hand, our
bundle is uni-dimensional, and our local frame is just a single section ζ. We
define thus the (real valued) one form β = βj by
∇Zζ
j = βj(Z)ζj
Finally, observe that the curvature form Ω of E (with respect to the local
frame s) is given (in terms of the connection form β), by:
Ω = dβ + β ∧ β
On the case at hand, β is actually a ”normal” real valued one form9, and
therefore, β ∧ β = 0, thus,
Ω = Ωj = dβj = dβ
Lemma 7.1. Consider the connection form βj and curvature form Ω on Λ+0 .
Consider Θ the invariant form in the definition of rigid k-geometric actions 2.18
and let us write dMj for the volume form α1 ∧· · ·∧αk ∧dαnj ∧Θ. Then, for ap-
propriate choice of linear maps C±j (involved in the definition of the connection:
Lemma 5.1), we have ∫
M
β(Xj)dMj = 0
Before we prove this lemma, it will be necessary to give a new definition.
This definition will be used to choose the appropriate maps C±j
Definition 7.2. [Entropy of a invariant subbundle] Let F be a sub-bundle of
TM that is invariant by a flow ψt. Choose a volume form dx of M and a never
vanishing section ζ of the determinant bundle of F , that is of the volume forms
of F (if necessary, quotient the bundle modulo sign). We define, for t ∈ R
at = at(F ) =
∫
M
log | det(dψt)F |dx
8The fiber of |Λ+0 | is actually R/{±Id} = [0,+∞)
9More technically, as our bundle is one dimensional, then our connection form has val-
ues on a one dimensional Lie algebra, which is therefore, abelian, and thus, β ∧ β(A,B) =
[β(A), β(B)] = 0
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where the determinant is taken with the help of the section ζ. Now, observe
that for t, s ∈ R, we have:
at+s =
∫
M
log | det(dψt+s)F |dx
=
∫
M
log | det(d(ψt ◦ ψs))F |dx =
∫
M
log | det(dψtdψs)F |dx
=
∫
M
log | det(dψt)F det(dψs)F |dx =
∫
M
log | det(dψt)F |+ log | det(dψs)F |dx = at + as
This means that at is a continuous one parameter subgroup of R. Therefore,
there exists s = s(F ) ∈ R such that
at = s · V ol(M) · t
where V ol(M) =
∫
M
dx. Notice that s is does not depend on the choice of the
section. The quantity s is called the entropy of the sub-bundle F .
Now, we consider the entropy s±j of the fiber bundles E
±
0 invariant by the
flow φjt of Xj (the volume form is dMj). As E
+
0 ⊕E
−
0 admits a non degenerate
bilinear antisymmetric form that is invariant by φ, we obtain that the entropy
of E+0 ⊕ E
−
0 is zero
10 , that is
s+j + s
−
j = 0
We choose our maps C±j such that
δijs
±
j
p
= C±j (Xi) (19)
where p is the dimension of E±0 .
Remark 7.3. Notice that hyperbolicity implies that sj is non zero.
Proof of Lemma 7.1. In what follows we avoid using the index j that indicates
which connection we are using. But whenever the index j is used, it indicates
the very same index of the connection.
Let τ(t) be the parallel transport of ∇ along the orbits of the flow of Xj
starting at the point p0. Let φt be the flow along Xj , and let p = φt(p0). From
the definition of ∇, a vector field Y ∈ E+0 is parallel with respect to φ if
0 = ∇φ˙tY = ∇XjY = [Xj , Y ] + C
+
j (Xj)Y
If we denote
s = C+j (Xj) =
s+j
p
10Remember that a symplectic matrix S has determinant 1, and from (dαj)p(u, v) =
(dαj)φt(p)(dφtu, dφtv) we obtain
(
det(φt)|
E
+
0
⊕E−
0
)2
= 1
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Then Y is parallel with respect to φ if [Xj , Y ]+sY = 0. If we write Yp = τ(t)Y0
then,
τ(t)|
E
±
0
= e−stdφt
In fact:
LXjY = LXj (e
−stdφtY0)
=
d
dt
(e−st)dφtY0 + e
−stLXj (dφtY0)
But LXj (dφtY0) = 0 because (dφtY0)φs = dφt+sY0 and thus
lim
s→0
dφ−sdφt(Y0)φs(p0) − dφt(Y0)
s
= lim
s→0
dφ−sdφt+s(Y0)− dφt(Y0)
s
= lim
s→0
dφt(Y0)− dφt(Y0)
s
= 0
On the other hand ddt (e
−st) = −se−st, and thus, [Xj , Y ] = −sY and there-
fore Y is parallel as we wanted.
Now, let ∆ = ∆j(t) be the determinant of the parallel transport restricted
to E+0 (the section ζ is used to compute the determinant). We have
∆(t) = e−pstdet(dφυt |E+)
From ∇Xj = 0 we obtain
β(Xj)ζ(Xj) = (∇Xj ζ)(Xj) = Xj(ζ(Xj))
Also, as ζ was chosen to be never vanishing, we have:
βj(Xj) =
Xj(ζ
j(Xj))
ζj(Xj)
=
d
dt
log(∆(t))
=
d
dt
(
log(det(dφt)|E+)
)
− ps
=
d
dt
(
log(det(dφt)|E+)
)
− s±
But, s+ is defined by
s+V ol(M)t =
∫
M
log(det(dφt)|E+)dMj
Taking the derivative with respect to t on both sides we obtain∫
M
βj(Xj)dMj = 0
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Lemma 7.4. Consider a topologically transitive action ψ : G × N → N on
a manifold N and a G invariant smooth splitting TN : E ⊕ F . Let Θ be a,
nowhere zero, smooth section of Λdim(F )F ∗ and let α, β be ψ-invariant smooth
sections of Λdim(E)E∗. Suppose that α ∧Θ is a volume form, then
β ∧Θ = Cα ∧Θ for some constant C
Proof. Notice that as β ∧Θ is a top form on N , it follows that β ∧Θ = Fα∧Θ
for some function smooth F . We must show that this function is constant. We
shall prove this, by showing that F is constant over a dense subset.
Because the splitting is ψ invariant and Θ is a top form over F we have
ψ∗vΘ = fvΘ for some function f over M (which depends on the parameter
v ∈ G). Let us see that this function is nowhere zero. As Θ is a nowhere
zero section of Λdim(F )F ∗, it follows, that for any local frame Y1, . . . , Yn of
F , we have Θ(Y1, . . . , Yn) 6= 0. Moreover, as ψv is a diffeomorphism which
preserves the splitting, it follows that if Y1, . . . , Yn is a local fram of F , then
(ψv)∗Y1, . . . , (ψv)∗Yn is also a local frame of F (in another neighborhood), and
therefore
0 6= Θ((ψv)∗Y1, . . . , (ψv)∗Yn) = ψ
∗
vΘ(Y1, . . . , Yn) = fvΘ(Y1, . . . , Yn)
thus, fv must be non zero.
Let x ∈ N such that {ψv(x)}v∈G is dense. We have:
(ψ∗vβ ∧Θ)x =
(
ψ∗vβ) ∧ (ψ
∗
vΘ)
)
x
=
(
fvβ ∧Θ
)
x
=
(
fvFα ∧Θ
)
x
on the other hand
(ψ∗vβ ∧Θ)v =
(
ψ∗v(Fα ∧Θ)
)
x
=
(
(ψ∗vF )fvα ∧Θ
)
x
we have therefore
fv(x)F (x)(α ∧Θ)x = F (ψv(x))fv(x)(α ∧Θ)x
As (α ∧Θ)x is non zero, it follows that
F (ψv(x)) = F (x) ∀ v ∈ G
Thus, F is constant along the orbit of x which is dense, as we desired.
Lemma 7.5. Let Θj the projection of Θ over Λ
q(Ej)
∗, that is
Θj(Y1, . . . , Yq) := Θ(pj(Y1), . . . , pj(Yq))
For every s ∈ {1, . . . , p}, we have (Ωj)s ∧ dαj
p−s ∧Θj = 0.
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Proof. We only prove in the case j = 1. The other cases are similar. We will
forego the index and write Θ = Θj and Ω = Ω
k. In particular, from here on, Ωs
means Ω∧ · · · ∧Ω. It is clear that the form Ω is invariant by the action, but by
the topological transitivity of the action and the previous lemma, there exists
constants cs such that
α1 ∧ · · · ∧ αk ∧
Ω∧···∧Ω︷︸︸︷
Ωs ∧dα1
p−s ∧Θ = csdM1
If these constants cs are zero, the proof is finished. So we shall suppose that
they are not zero and α1 ∧ · · · ∧ αk ∧ Ωs ∧ dα
p−s
1 ∧Θ is a true volume form on
M .
Thus, using Ω = dβ and integrating by parts, we have:
cs
∫
dM1 =
∫
α1 ∧ · · · ∧ αk ∧ Ω
s ∧ dα1
p−s ∧Θ
=
∫
β ∧ α2 ∧ · · · ∧ αk ∧ Ω
s−1 ∧ dα1
p−s+1 ∧Θ
Now, we write β =
∑
j fjαj + η where η vanishes on Tφ. Clearly
11
β ∧α2 ∧ · · · ∧αk ∧Ω
s−1 ∧dα1
p−s+1 ∧Θ = f1α1 ∧ · · · ∧α1 ∧Ω
s−1 ∧dα1
p−s+1 ∧Θ
and from η|Tφ = 0 it follows β(X1) = f1. And thus
cs
∫
dM1 =
∫
β1(X1)α1 ∧ · · · ∧ α1Ω
s−1 ∧ dα1
p−s+1 ∧Θ
= cs−1
∫
β(X1)dM1 = 0
as wanted.
We are finally ready to prove Lemma 6.3:
Proof of Lemma (6.3). First we notice that Bj leaves E+0 invariant (this follows
from Lema ??). Consider now the eigenvalues ξ1, . . . , ξp of B
j |E+
0
. It follows
from the Lemma 7.5 that, for every s ∈ {1, . . . , p} we have∑
i1<···<is
ξi1 . . . ξis = 0 (20)
And thus, ξi = 0 for every i, and thus B
j is nilpotent.
11 We have seen that K(Xs, · ) = 0 for every s ∈ {1, . . . , l}, and thus, iXsΩ = 0. Thus if
we write β =
∑
j fjαj + η, then
β ∧ α2 ∧ · · · ∧ αk∧Ω
s−1 ∧ dα1
p−s+1 ∧Θ =
= f1α1 ∧ · · · ∧ αk ∧ Ω
s−1 ∧ dα1
p−s+1 ∧Θ+ η ∧ α2 ∧ · · · ∧ αk ∧Ω
s−1 ∧ dα1
p−s+1 ∧Θ
but η ∧ α2 ∧ · · · ∧ αk ∧ Ω
p−1 ∧ dαk
n−p+1 is a volume form, and thus differs from dM1 by a
function g. As iX1ηα2 ∧ · · · ∧ αk ∧Ω
p−1 ∧ dα1
n−p+1 = 0 it follows that this function is null.
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8 Explicit Levi decomposition and special closed
subgroups
As we mentioned before in Subsection 5.1, due to Lemma 5.11 to build our model
space, we must show that the connected Lie subgroup H ⊂ G corresponding
with the Lie subalgebra h ⊂ g is closed. As we have seen, the Lie algebra g is
reductive, on this section we construct, in a more explicit way the semisimple
part of the Levi decomposition of g.
8.1 Partial connections
We will need a couple of results from the theory of partial connections, a notion
first introduced by R. Bott in [19]. Intuitively, partial connections behave like
usual connections, but we are only allowed to differentiate sections on some
dirrections.
Definition 8.1. Given a vector bundle π : E →M and a involutive distribution
D ⊂ TM , we define a partial connection along D as an R-bilinear map
∇D : Γ(D)× Γ(E)→ Γ(E)
satisfying, for every Z ∈ γ(D), s ∈ Γ(E) and f ∈ C∞(M),
• ∇fZs = f∇Zs
• ∇Zfs = X(f)s+ f∇Zs
Due to the integrability condition on the distribution D, we can define the
curvature of a partial connections in the same way we do for usual connections.
The following Lemma show us that much like in the usual case, the curvature
is the obstruction for existence of local parallel sections:
Lemma 8.2 (Rawnslay, J. [49]). A partial connection over D ⊂ TM on a C∞-
vector bundle π : E →M has zero curvature, if and only if, E can be trivialized
(locally) by sections s1, . . . , srank(E) satisfying ∇
Dsi = 0
Moreover, we shall see that, as usual, the topology of M is the obstruction
for the construction of global sections.
In the case of usual connections, if we want to extend a local parallel section
to a global one, we do the following construction.
Let s be a local parallel section defined on U ⊂ M . For any point x ∈ M
choose a path from U to x, and extend s to x via the parallel transport. What
happens if we take another path?
For an usual connection, the failure of this construction is measured by the
holonomy, in particular, if M is simply connected, then there is no holonomy
and the extension of s above is in fact well defined.
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For partial connections, we need a little more care, but in the end, simply
connectedness will allow a similar construction:
Let U ⊂ M be an open subset on which E|U admits a trivialization by flat
sections. Denote by U the saturation of U by leaves of D and suppose that
M = U . Then, every point x in M can be joined bay a point in U such that
the path is tangent to D. We can, therefore, try to extend the local sections to
x by the parallel transport along this path.
At first glance, simply connectedness doesn’t seems to be enough to ensure
that the extension is well defined, because the only admissible paths are paths
tangent to D. The following Theorem show us that this is not a problem:
Theorem 8.3 (A. Lerario, A. Mondino, [42]). Let us consider the space LD
of loops tangent to the distribution D. Then LD has the homotopy type of a
CW-complex and for all k ≥ 0:
πk(L
D) = πk(M)⋉ πk+1(M)
Corollary 8.4. If M is simply connected, then LD is path connected
The above Corollary means that if M is simply connected, then every loop
tangent to D can be deformed to the constant map in such a way that the loops
in between are also tangent to D.
8.2 About the determinant bundle
We are now, going to apply the results from the previous subsection to the
bundle Λ±0 with the induced connections ∇
j .
As the distribution Tφ is involutive, we can restrict the connection ∇j and
obtain a partial connection over Tφ. Let us show that this partial connection
is flat:
Lemma 8.5. Let K = Kj = (Kj)± be the curvature of the connection ∇ = ∇j
over the bundle Λ±0 . Then, for Y=Y
±
j and Z
±
j tangent to E
±
j ,
1. K(Xs, Xl) = 0
2. K(Xs, Y
±
1 ) = 0
3. K(Y −j , Z
−
j ) = 0
4. K(Y +j , Z
+
j ) = 0
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Lemma 5.17.
Using this lemma and the results of the previous subsection, we obtain the
following:
Lemma 8.6. Consider the lift Λ˜±0 of Λ
±
0 to the universal cover M˜ of M , with
associated connections ∇j. Then, there exists unique, up to a constant, non
zero, sections ζj which are parallel (with respect to ∇j) along T˜ φ⊕ E˜
+
j ⊕ E˜
−
j
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Proof. First we construct sections ζj which are parallel along T˜ φ. The existence
of such sections is obtained by observing that M˜ is simply connected, the action
is topologicaly transitive, and therefore, for any open set U ⊂M the saturation
of U by the leafs of Tφ is in fact M . This of course lifts to the universal cover.
Finally, the induced partial connections ∇j of Λ˜±0 are flat. The uniqueness, up
to a constant follows, once again, from the topologically transitiveness of the
action.
Now, the sections ζj are only parallel along T˜ φ. We want to show that they
are also parallel along E˜j = E˜
+
j ⊕ E˜
−
j . We repeat the construction above for the
integrable distributions Tφ ⊕ E±j , obtaining unique (up to constants) sections
ζ±j which are parallel along T˜ φ⊕ E˜
±
j . However, ζ
±
j are also parallel along T˜ φ
and thus, up to a constant, ζ±j = ζj . That is, ζj is parallel along T˜ φ⊕ E˜j as we
desired.12
Definition 8.7. We define the maps dχj : g
′ → R by:
∀Y ∈ g′ LY (ζj) = dχj(Y )ζj
The uniqueness of ζj means that this is a well defined map
Lemma 8.8. For X ∈ I ′ := SpanRX1, . . . , Xk and ζ a section of Λ+ we have
∇jXζ −∇
i
Xζ = p(C
±
i (X)− C
±
j (X))ζ
Proof. First, for any Y = Y ±0 tangent to E
±
0 we have:
∇jXY −∇
i
XY = (C
±
j (X)− C
±
i (X))Y
Now we take Y1, . . . , Yp local basis for E
±
0 , from the formula
∇Xζ(Y1, . . . , Yp) = X(ζ(Y1, . . . , Yp))−
∑
l
ζ(Y1, . . . ,∇XYl, . . . , Yp)
we obtain
(∇jXζ −∇
i
Xζ)(Y1, . . . , Yp) =
∑
l
ζ(Y1, . . . ,∇
i
XYl −∇
j
XYl, . . . , Yp)
=
∑
l
(C±i (X)− C
±
j (X))ζ(Y1, . . . , Yl, . . . , Yp)
= p(C±i (X)− C
±
j (X))ζ(Y1, . . . , Yl, . . . , Yp)
12We can’t just do the construction directly with the bundle Tφ ⊕ Ej because Lemma 8.5
does not says what happens for K(Y +j , Z
−
j ), and thus we can not say that the curvature
vanishes on Tφ ⊕ E+j ⊕ E
−
1 , Lemma 8.5 only ensure us that the curvature, restricted to
Tφ⊕ E±j vanishes
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Lemma 8.9. Let us write ζi = fijζj then X(fij) = 0 if, and only if (C
±
j (X)−
C±i (X)) = 0.
Proof. From the previous lemma,
p(C±i (X)− C
±
j (X))ζi = ∇
j
Xζi −∇
i
Xζi = ∇
j
Xζi
= ∇jXfijζj
= X(fij)ζj + fij∇
j
Xζj
=
X(fij)
fij
ζi
that is X(fij) = 0 if and only if
(C±j (X)− C
±
i (X)) = 0
.
Remark 8.10. From C±j (Xs) =
δjss
±
p and the previous lemma, we obtained that,
for i 6= j,
Xi(fij)
fij
= si and
Xj(fij)
fij
= −sj
Lemma 8.11. For every 1 ≤ j ≤ l, let dχj : g′ → R be the character13, given
by Definition 8.7. We have:
LXj ζj = sjζj
Moreover dχj(L0) = Tr|
E±
(L0) > 0.
Proof. First of all, notice that dχj is in fact a Lie algebra morphism. In fact,
dχj([Y, Z])ζj = L[Y,Z]ζj = [LY ,LZ ]ζj
= LY LZζj − LZLY ζj
= LY (dχj(Z)ζj)− LZ(dχj(Y )ζj)
= dχj(Y )dχj(Z)ζj − dχj(Z)dχj(Y )ζj = [dχj(Y ), dχj(Z)]ζj
As wanted. Now, let’s prove dχj(Xj) = sj.
We shall write
Y = (Y0, . . . , Yp),
Y (s) = (Y0, . . . , Ys−1, Ys+1, . . . , Yp)
and for indexes α1 < · · · < αl, l < p
Y (α1···αl) = (Y0, . . . , Yα1−1, Yα1+1, . . . , Yαl−1, Yαl+1, . . . , Yp)
13Once again we avoid the usage of the superscript ”±”. The more correct notation is dχ±j
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Let ∇ be a connection on Λ±0 and ζ be a parallel section along Y0.
0 = ∇Y0ζ(Y
(0)) = Y0(ζ(Y
(0)))−
∑
s
ζ(Y1, . . . ,∇Y0Ys, . . . , Yp)
dζ(Y ) =
p∑
s=0
(−1)sYs(ζ(Y
(s))) +
∑
i<s
(−1)i+sζ([Yi, Ys], Y
is)
=
p∑
s=0
(−1)sYs(ζ(Y
(s))) +
∑
0<i<s
(−1)i+sζ([Yi, Ys], Y
is) +
p∑
s=1
(−1)sζ([Y0, Ys], Y
0s)
Also
d(iY0ζ)(Y
(0)) =
p∑
s=1
(−1)s−1Ys(ζ(Y0, Y
(0s))) +
∑
0<i<s
(−1)i+sζ(Y0, [Yi, Ys], Y
(0is))
= Y0(ζ(Y ))−
p∑
s=0
(−1)sYs(ζ(Y
(s)))−
∑
0<i<s
(−1)i+sζ([Yi, Ys], Y
(is))
= Y0(ζ(Y ))− dζ(Y ) +
p∑
s=1
(−1)sζ([Y0, Ys], Y
0s)
=
p∑
s=1
ζ(Y1, . . . ,∇Y0Ys − [Y0, Ys], . . . , Yp)− dζ(Y )
Now, we notice that for Y0 = Xj , ∇ = ∇j and ζ = ζj we have ∇
j
Xj
Y =
[Xj , Y ] + C
±
j (Xj)Y , thus, if we take Y1, . . . , Yp a local basis of sections of E
±
0
we obtain ∇jXjYl − [Xj , Yl] = C
±
j (Xj)Yl for every l = 1, . . . , p, that is:
LXj ζ(Y
(0)) = d(iXjζ)(Y
(0)) + dζ(Xj , Y
(0))
=
n∑
k=1
ζ(Y1, . . . , C
±
j (Xj)Yk, . . . , Yn) = pC
±
j (Xj)ζ(Y
(0))
but pC±j (Xj) = sj(= s
±
j ) and thus LXjζj = sjζj as we wanted.
Now, for any Y ∈ h′ we have dχ(Y ) = Tr|
E
±
0
(Y ). Here we understand Y
as an element on End(V0). As this immersion actually depends on the connec-
tion14, the trace may depend on the choice of Anosov element. However, as
we have seen, when restricted to h′ the map θ0 is actually de differential of the
map j : H ′ → GL(V0), j(h) = dhv0 which does not depend on the choice of the
connection. Thus, for Y ∈ h′ we have
dχ(Y ) = Tr|
E
±
0
(Y ) (21)
14Remember, the map θ0 : g′ → End(V0)× V0 is defined as θ0(Y ) := (LY −∇Y , Yv0 )
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and the trace formula doesn’t depends on the choice of Anosov element and
associated connection, etc.
Remark 8.12. We recall that the sequence
0 −→ k′j −→ g
′ Pˇj−→ gj −→ 0
is split. Let σj : gj → g′ be the corresponding embedding. If we take the
projection Lj = σj(Pˇj(L0)), then it is clear that Lj also belongs to h
′, moreover,
as k′j is an ideal, the action of Lj on E0 coincides with the action of L0, and
thus, it has positive eigenvalues and we obtain
dχ(Lj) = Tr|
E
±
0
(Lj) = Tr|
E
±
0
(L0) > 0
Remark 8.13. Consider the Lie algebra σj(gj) ⊂ g′ and the intersections ker(dχi)∩
σj(gj), for any i, j. As ker(dχi) has codimension 1, this intersection must have
codimension at most one.
Now, from Remark 5.10, Xi actually belongs to gj for every 1 ≤ i, j ≤ l,
and thus the codimension must be 1.
In the following, we shall actually identify gs with it’s image σs(gs) ⊂ g′.
Corollary 8.14. For any s ∈ {1, . . . , l}, we have:
Xi −
siLs
dχi(Ls)
∈ gs ∩ ker dχi ∩ (ker dχj)
c i 6= j
Proof. That Xi −
siLs
dχi(Ls)
∈ gs it is clear.
Now, we recall that dχi restricted to h
′ is given by the trace, which doesn’t
actually depend on i, and thus, dχi(Ls) = dχj(Ls) and write ri =
si
dχi(Ls)
. We
also write f = fij (that is: ζi = fζj).
That Xi − riLs ∈ ker dχi is also clear. Now notice that
LXj−rjLsζi = LXjfζj − rjdχi(Ls)ζi
= Xj(f)ζj + fLXjζj − rjdχi(Ls)ζi
=
(Xj(f)
f
+ sj −
sjdχi(Ls)
dχj(Ls)
)
ζi = −sjζi 6= 0.
Corollary 8.15. For any i, j ∈ {1, . . . , l}, i 6= j we have dχj(Xi) = 0.
Proof. From previous lemmas, we have
LXj ζi = LXj (fijζj) = Xj(fij)ζj + fijLXj ζj
=
(
Xj(fij)
fij
+ sj
)
ζi = 0
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Remark 8.16. Notice that the Corollary 8.14 implies that, for any s, the hyper-
planes ker dχj ∩ gs, j = 1, . . . , l, are in general position, that is ∩j ker dχj have
co-dimension l on gs. To see this, we notice that for every j,(
Xj −
sjLs
dχj(Ls)
)
6∈ gs ∩
⋂
j
ker dχj
It is clear that {X1 −
s1Ls
dχ1(Ls)
, . . . , Xl −
slLs
dχl(Ls)
} are linearly independent.
Remark 8.17. Consider the Lie algebra
g0s :=
l⋂
i=1
(
ker(dχi) ∩ gs
)
Then, the map π : gs → gs/Is restricted to g0s is an isomorphism. In fact,
from the Remark 8.16, this map is indeed between spaces of the same dimension,
thus, we just have to prove that it is an injection. Now, let X =
∑
j bjXj be an
element of Is = ker(π). Then
dχi(X) =
∑
j
bjdχi(Xj) = bisi
That is, X ∈ g0s ⇔ bi = 0∀i, that is the map is injective.
Corollary 8.18. The Lie algebra g0s is semisimple
Proof. We recall that gs is reductive and its center is Is. From the previous
remark g0s = gs/Is and thus is semisimple.
We can also build a Lie group H0 ⊂ H ′, by taking characters χj : H
′ →
(R, · ) defined by
h∗ζj = χj(h)ζj
and taking H0 = ∩j kerχj .
We have the split sequence
0→ k′ → g′
σ
⇆ g→ 0
thus, we can identify, g0 as a subalgebra σ(g0) ⊂ g′. It is clear that Lie(H0) ∩
σ(g0) = σ(g0 ∩ h) = σ(h0). Moreover, it is clear that H0 is a closed subgroup
of H ′.
We are ready to construct our local model. For any fixed j ∈ {1, . . . , l}, we
consider the following data
• Lie algebras g′ and g = gj with corresponding connected, simply connected
subgroups Gˆ′ and Gˆ = Gˆj .
• Lie subalgebras h′ ⊂ g′ and h = hj , g0 = g0j , h
0 = h0j ⊂ gj with corre-
sponding connected subgroups Hˆ ′, Hˆ = Hˆj , Gˆ
0 = Gˆ0j and Hˆ
0 = Hˆ0j .
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As previously mentioned, our goal is to model our space as the quotient Gˆ′/Hˆ ′.
The map Pˇ = Pˇj : g
′ → gj induces a map P : Gˆ′ → Gˆ such that P (H ′) = H .
It follows from Lemma 5.11 that it suffices to show that Hˆ is closed in Gˆ. We
will make a further reduction:
Remark 8.19. Notice that if Gˆ00 is the connected, simply connected, Lie group
associated with g0, then Gˆ00 × Rk is a connected, simply connected, Lie group
with Lie algebra g0 ⊕ Rk = g, and thus, Gˆ = Gˆ00 × Rk. Thus we can suppose
that Gˆ0 is also simply connected.
Lemma 8.20. Consider G = G0×Rk a Lie group and H ⊂ G be a Lie subgroup.
Then, H is closed in G if, and only if, H ∩G0 is closed in G0.
Proof. Notice that we only need to prove the lemma for the case k = 1, the
general case follows easily by induction.
Consider g = g0 ⊕ R the Lie algebra of G, and h the Lie algebra of H .
If h ⊂ g0 then H ⊂ G0 and there is nothing to prove. Now, suppose that
h 6⊂ g0, then, there exists an element v ∈ h with non zero R component. Take
R = exp(Rv). The non zero R component of v implies that R is closed in H
and in G. We have the inclusion H/R ⊂ G/R, and the identifications
H/R = G0 ∩H and G/R = G0
As the quotient map π : G→ G/R is continuous, the inverse image of closed
sets are closed, and thus, π−1(G0 ∩H) = H is closed.
Lemma 8.21. The subgroup Hˆ ′ ⊂ Gˆ′ is closed.
Proof. First, lets recall that H ′ is an algebraic subgroup of Aut(V0). We also
have that g′/h′ = V0 therefore the map
j : H ′ → Aut(g′)
h′ 7→ (Y 7→ h′∗(Y )),
is a (finite) covering onto it’s image 15, moreover it is algebraic.
Thus, the images of H0 and H ′ are both algebraic subgroups of Aut(g′) and
therefore closed. Also, as j is a covering, it follows that Lie(H ′) = Lie(j(H ′))
and Lie(H0) = Lie(j(H0)).
As g0 is semisimple, the map Ad : Gˆ0 → Aut(g′) is a covering onto it’s image.
This implies that Lie(Gˆ0) = Lie(Ad(Gˆ0)). From h0 ⊂ Lie(H0) it follows that
Ad(Hˆ0) ⊂ j(H0).
15In fact, consider Y = (A,Y0) ∈ g′ ⊂ End(V0)×V0. Then, h′∗Y = (dh
′
v0
◦A, dh′v0Y0). But
g′/h′ = V0 means that the the composite map g′ → End(V0) × V0 → V0 is surjective, and
thus h′∗Y = Y for all Y ∈ g
′ implies dh′v0Y0 = Y0 for all Y0 ∈ V0 and thus dh
′
v0
= Id. But we
have already seen (Lemma 5.14) that the map H′ ∋ h′ → dh′v0 ∈ GL(V0) is a covering and
thus, has discrete kernel Γ, and thus, h ∈ Γ′.
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Now, the adjoint representation is continuous and thus, Ad−1(j(H0)) is
closed. It remains to show that Ad−1(j(H0)) = Hˆ0, but this follows fom the
fact that the differential of the map j is actually the adjoint representation of
h′ on g′.
9 Ehresmann’s geometric structure
Remark 9.1. As Hˆ ′ is closed we can take the homogeneous space Vˆ = Gˆ′/Hˆ ′
we consider the base point vˆ0 ∈ Vˆ the induced flows on Vˆ given by
ϕˆjt (vˆ) = exp(tXj) · vˆ
Clearly those flows commute and they define an action of Rk on Vˆ . We shall
call it the Anosov action on Vˆ .
Remark 9.2. We consider the associated vector fields Xˆj. We also consider
Eˆ±i the tangent distribution to the foliation Fˆ
±
i := {gQˆ
±
i /Hˆ
′|gQˆ±i ∈ Gˆ
′/Qˆ±i }.
where Qˆ±i are subgroups of Gˆ
′ associated with the subalgebras:
q±i := {Y ∈ g
′ Yv0 ∈ (E
±
i )v0}
It is clear that T (Vˆ ) = T φˆ⊕ Eˆ+0 ⊕ Eˆ
−
0 ⊕ Eˆ
+
1 ⊕ Eˆ
−
1 .
Also, for Y, Z ∈ g′ the alternating bilinear maps
Bj(Y, Z) := (dαj)v0(Yv0 , Zv0)
is well defined and Hˆ ′-invariant, which allow us to extends them to 2− forms
ωj on Vˆ .
The map
θ(exp(Y ) · v0) = exp(Y ) · vˆ0
is a local diffeomorphism between a neighbourhood of v0 and a neighbourhood
of vˆ0 such that θ∗Xj = Xˆj , θ∗E
±
i = Eˆ
±
i and θ
∗ωi = dαi. We also use θ to define
a connection ∇ˆ on the bundle T φˆ1⊕ Eˆ+1 ⊕ Eˆ
−
1 , such that θ
∗ ˆ˜∇ = ∇˜, where ∇˜ is
the connection required for rigidity of our geometric structure.
Remark 9.3. The local connections
ˆ˜
∇j on Tˆ φ
j
⊕ Eˆ+j ⊕ Eˆ
−
j over a neighborhood
of vˆ0 is Gˆ
′ invariant and extends to a connection
ˆ˜j
∇ on Tˆ φ
j
⊕ Eˆj over Gˆ′/Hˆ ′.
In fact, we recall that the connections ∇˜j can be given by a vector valued
bilinear map (given by the Christofell symbols) which transforms in a certain
specific way. The map θ copies over this christofell symbols and ensure that it
is transformed in the right way. The fact that g′ ⊂ g˜′ means precisely that this
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bilinear maps are invariant by the left action of Gˆ′. As H ′ is the isotropy group
of the structure, this means that the such maps actually defines a left invariant
connection on Gˆ′/Hˆ ′. In particular, this means that the connection ˆ˜∇j is given
by a single bilinear ad(Hˆ ′)-invariant map
Bj : (g′/h′)× (ej/h′)→ ej/h′
where ej ⊂ g′ is the Lie subalgebra of vector fields tangent to Tφj ⊕ E+j ⊕ E
−
j .
The transitivity of Autloc(σ) on Ω gives us local charts from Ω to Gˆ′/Hˆ ′
which preserves the structure.
Remark 9.4. The local charts we defined above do not yet define a (Gˆ′, Vˆ )-
structure on Ω, because we do not have any control of the transition maps, that
is, we obtained an atlas
{fi : Ui → Vi ⊂ Vˆ } (22)
of Ω, and the change of coordinates of this atlas
fi ◦ f
−1
j : fj(Ui ∩ Uj)→ fi(Ui ∩ Uj)
preserves the structure. However, we do not know if the transition maps fi◦f
−1
j
are the restriction of an element of Gˆ′.
In what follows, we shall construct a (slightly) larger group G′, such that
the atlas 22 will in fact be an atlas of a (G′, Vˆ )-structure on Ω.
Define the group G′ of diffeomorphisms of Vˆ that preserves Eˆ±i , Xˆj , ωj for
every j and the connection ∇ˆ. This is a Lie group and its identity connected
component is precisely the image of Gˆ′ in Diff(Vˆ ). Define H ′ the isotropy
group of vˆ0 in G
′. The following lemma proves that there is no confusion16.
Lemma 9.5. Up to coverings, we have the following identifications
H ′ ≡ Autloc(vˆ0) ≡ {A ∈ Aut(g
′)|A(q±i ) ⊂ q
±
i ;A(h
′) ⊂ h′;A(Xj) = Xj
ωj ◦ (A×A) = ωj ; A ◦B ◦ (A×A) = B}
where B denotes the bilinear map which defines the connection.
Proof. First we observe that H ′ ⊂ Autloc(vˆ0). This is clear, as global diffeo-
morphisms can be restricted to local ones.
Lets call the right side of the above equivalenceH1. Remember that Aut
loc(vˆ0)
is the group of germs at vˆ0 of local diffeomorphisms of Vˆ that preserves Xˆj , Eˆ
±
i ,
dαj and the connection ∇˜, and thus, we can identify
16Remember that we have previously defined H′ as the isotropy group of our chosen point
v0 ∈ M , that is H′ = Autlocv0 (σ). As the map θ above is a local diffeomorphism from
a neighbourhood of v0 to a neighbourhood of vˆ0 that preserves the structure, we identify
Autloc(v0) = Aut
loc(vˆ0)
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Autloc(vˆ0) = Aut
loc
v0 (σ)
As we have already seen, the map
j : Autlocv0 (σ)→ Aut(g
′)
h′ 7→ (Y 7→ h′∗(Y )),
is a finite covering onto it’s image H ′1, in fact, Aut
loc
v0 (σ) = H
′
1 ⋉ F , where F is
a finite group. Thus, the second equivalence is in fact, the injection of H ′1 onto
H1.
Now, as Gˆ′ is simply connected,
Aut(g′) = Aut(Gˆ′)
and thus, an element A of H1 is also an automorphism of Gˆ
′. The condition
A(h′) ⊂ h′ implies that it preserves Hˆ ′, and thus induces an diffeomorphism of
Vˆ . The other conditions on A means that it preserves the A-structure, which
shows that H1 ⊂ H ′.
Thus we obtained the following:
H1 →֒ H
′ →֒ H ′1 ⋉ F → H
′
1 →֒ H1
Where the composition is actually the identity.
Remark 9.6. This lemma means that there exists a finite group F of local
diffeomorphisms fixing vˆ0, such that every local diffeomorphism of Vˆ that fixes
vˆ0 and preserves the structure is, up F the restriction of an element of H
′.
Suppose, now, that there exists a representation ρ′ : G′ → Aut(F ) such that
the restriction ρ′|H′
1
induces the semidirect product H ′1 ⋉ F . Then we consider
G′′ = G′⋉F ′ and H ′′ = H ′⋉F . It is clear that G′′/H ′′ = G′/H ′ = Vˆ and, thus,
every local diffeomorphisms of Vˆ that preserves the structure is the restriction
of an element of G′′.
In the following we shall show that this is indeed the case.
Lemma 9.7. There representation ρ : H ′1 → Aut(F ) extends to a representation
of G′
Proof. Let ρ denote the representation H ′1 → Aut(F ) which induces the semidi-
rect product Autlocv0 = H
′
1 ⋉ F . As H
′
1 →֒ H
′ →֒ H ′1 ⋉ F , it follows that we can
extend the representation ρ to H ′ in a trivial way:
H ′ ∋ (g, γ) 7→ ρ(g)
Now, we observe that the exact homotopy sequence give us
· · · → π1(Vˆ )→ π0(H
′)→ π0(G
′)→ π0(Vˆ )
As the first and last terms are trivial, it follows that π0(G
′) = π0(H
′). Finally,
observe that, for any Lie group G a representation on a finite set reduces to a
representation of π0(G) and thus, the representation ρ : H
′ → Aut(F ) actually
extends to a representation of ρ.
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Corollary 9.8. Every diffeomorphism from a connected open set of Vˆ to an-
other that preserves Xˆj, Eˆ
±
i , ωj and B is a restriction of an element of G
′
Proof. It suffices to prove in the case of a diffeomorphism that fixes vˆ0. The
corollary follows from the equality H ′ = Autloc(vˆ0).
Remark 9.9. Notice that we can identify Vˆ = Gˆ′/Hˆ ′ = G′/H ′. As H ′ is alge-
braic, it follows that H ′ and G′ have a finite number of connected components.
This means that up to finite covering of M , we can suppose that G′ = Gˆ′.
Lemma 9.10. The diffeomorphisms θ from an open set of Ω to an open set of
Vˆ which preserves the structure forms a maximal atlas of a (G′, Vˆ )- structure
over Ω.
Proof. By construction the domains of definition of those diffeomorphisms cov-
ers Ω, and from the previous lemma, it follows that the change of local coordi-
nates are given by the elements of G′.
Remark 9.11. It is clear that the developing map associated preserves the struc-
ture and, in particular, the induced action on the local model G′/H ′ is given
by
R
k ×G′/H ′ → G′/H ′
(t1, . . . , tk, gH
′) 7→ gH ′ exp(t1Xˆ1 + · · ·+ tkXˆk)
Finally, should Ω be equal to M , and the developing map M˜ → G′/H ′ be
a diffeomorphism, then, the canonical representation ρ : π1(M) → G′ give a
diffeomorphism
M = π1(M)\M˜ → ρ(π1(M))\G
′/H ′
which smoothly conjugates our original action with an quasi-algebraic one.
10 Extending the structure
The goal of this section is to extend the (G′, Vˆ ) structure of Ω toM . First some
technical preparations.
We can build a connection ∇ˆ on Vˆ in a similar to the one on M . It is clear
that G′ is a group of affine transformation with respect to ∇ˆ. This connection
is also compatible with the A-structures on M and Vˆ , which allow us to prove
the following lemma:
Lemma 10.1. The geodesics of ∇ˆ tangents to the distributions Eˆ+ are complete
Proof. First, let us define the set
∆ = {p ∈M |F+(p) ⊂ Ω and F−(p) ⊂ Ω}
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Claim: ∆ is dense.
In fact, first we notice that compact orbits are dense in M (they are dense
in the non wandering set, which we have proved to be all M). As Ω is
open and dense, it follows that compact orbits are dense in the entire Ω.
We shall prove that ∆ contains every compact orbit in Ω. It is known
that the Anosov foliations depends only on the open connected cone of
Anosov elements we chose. Let p ∈ Ω with a compact orbit. We can
take an Anosov element X ′ with flow ϕ′t in the same cone as X such that
ϕ′t0(p) = p.
Now, let q ∈ F+(p), then
0 = lim
t→+∞
d(ϕ′t(q), ϕ
′
t(p)) = lim
n→∓∞
d(ϕ′nt0 (q), ϕ
′
nt0(p))
= lim
n→∓∞
d(ϕ′nt0 (q), p)
thus ϕ′nt0(q) → p. As Ω is open, and invariant by the action, it follows
that q ∈ Ω. We have proved that F+(p) ⊂ Ω. A similar argument proves
the case F−(p).
Consider Yˆ ∈ Eˆ+ with base-point pˆ ∈ Vˆ . Lets prove that a geodesic with
initial condition Yˆ , integrates to up to time greater then 1. There exists a
connected, simple connected open set O ⊂ Ω, and a developing map θ : O → Vˆ
and Y ∈ E+v such that, θ∗Y = Yˆ . From the density of ∆ and the transitivity
of the pseudo-group Autloc(σ), we can move the base point v of Y a little bit
and suppose that v ∈ ∆. Now, we have already proved that the geodesics in
Ω tangents to E+ are complete, thus, they integrate up to a time greater the
one. In particular, the geodesic t → γ(t), starting from v with direction Y
integrate up to time greater the one. As ∇E+ ⊂ E+, we have γ˙ ∈ E+, thus,
γ never leaves the leaf F+(v). As v ∈ ∆, γ(t) ∈ Ω, and we can suppose that
γ([0, 1]) ⊂ O17. The curve t 7→ θ ◦ γ is our desired geodesic.
Remark 10.2. At first we may be tempted to just use the completeness of the
geodesics in M (Lemma 5.4). But we build our (G′, V )-structure on Ω, which
means that the developing maps are defined on the universal cover Ω˜, and not
on M˜ . That is, maybe our geodesic passes through a point in M\Ω, and in this
case, we won’t be able to develop our geodesic on V .
Our next section will solve this problem by extending the (G′, V )−structure
to all M .
Now,let us define appropriated local coordinates for M using the complete-
ness of the connection along the strong leaves.
17The developing map is defined for any simple connected open set, We just take O′ to be
a tubular neighbourhood of γ, and θ′ the developing map of O′ that coincides with θ on the
point v
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Let ϕjt , j = 1, . . . , k be the flows of the vector fields Xj. Define, for every
v ∈M the map
Ψv : TvM = E
+
v ⊕
⊕
j
RXj ⊕ E
−
v →M
Y = Y + + t1X1 + · · ·+ tkXk + Y
− 7→ ϕ1t1 ◦ · · · ◦ ϕ
k
tk(exp
∇(τY +(Y
−)))
where exp∇ is the exponential with respect to the connection ∇ and τY +(Y
−)
is the parallel transport for time t = 1 along the geodesic t 7→ exp∇(tY +) of the
vector Y −.
We define, in an analogous way, for every v˜ ∈ M˜ and vˆ ∈ Vˆ the maps
Ψ˜:Tv˜M˜ → M˜ and Ψˆ:TvˆVˆ → Vˆ .
From Lemas 10.1 and 5.4, we see that those maps can be defined even for
arbitrary large Y +,Y˜ + and Yˆ +.
Definition 10.3. An open set O ⊂M will be called A-star-shaped with respect
to v ∈ O if there exists an open set U ⊂ TvM such that
• Ψv is an diffeomorphism from U to O.
• If Y = Y + + t1X1 + · · ·+ tkXk + Y − is in U , then, for every s ∈ [0, 1], so
are
– Y + + t1X1 + · · ·+ tkXk + sY −
– sY + + t1X1 + · · ·+ tkXk
– t1X1 + · · ·+ stjXj + · · ·+ tkXk for every j ∈ {1, . . . , k}
In particular, O is contractible and therefore simple connected.
We have defined the A-star-shaped open sets in such way that they are well
behaved with respect to the affine transformations, that is, if O is an A-star-
shaped open set with respect to v and θ is a developing map from O to Vˆ ,
then
θ ◦Ψv = Ψˆθ(v) ◦ Tvθ (23)
Lemma 10.4. Let v ∈ ∆ and O be an A-star-shaped open set with respect to v.
Then, there exists an open dense subset O′ ⊂ O∩Ω which is also A-star-shaped
with respect to v.
Proof. We consider the open set U ⊂ TvM associated with the A-star-shaped
set O and define
U ′ := {Y = Y + + t1X1+ · · ·+ tkXk + Y
− ∈ U |
Ψv
(
Y + + t1X1 + · · ·+ tkXk + sY
−
)
∈ Ω ∀s ∈ [0, 1]}
We take O′ = Ψv(U
′). It is clearly an open set. Let us see that it is also
dense.
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For any open setW ⊂ Ω∩O take p ∈ W ∩∆. We write p = Ψv(Y
+
0 +t01X1+
· · ·+ t0kXk+Y
−
0 ).We must show that Ψv(Y
+
0 + t01X1+ · · ·+ t0kXk+sY
−
0 ) ∈ Ω
for every s ∈ [0, 1].
Remember that, by definition, Ψv is defined by travelling a certain distance
along the unstable foliation, then travelling a certain distance along the stable
foliation, and acting a certain vector on the result.
As ∆ is invariant by the action, we have that Ψv(Y
+
0 + Y
−
0 ) ∈ ∆.
By definition, the stable foliation of Ψv(Y
+
0 + Y
−
0 ) is contained in Ω, in
particular, Ψv(Y
+
0 + sY
−
0 ) ∈ Ω. But Ω is invariant by the action, and thus
Ψv(Y
+
0 + t01X1 + · · ·+ t0kXk + sY
−
0 ) ∈ Ω
It remains to show that O′ is A-star-shaped.
As Ω is invariant by the action and v ∈ ∆ ⊂ Ω, we have
t1X1 + · · ·+ tkXk ∈ U
′ ⇔ Ψv(+t1X1 + · · ·+ stjXj + · · ·+ tkXk) ∈ Ω
that is
t1X1 + · · ·+ tkXk ∈ U
′ ⇔ +t1X1 + · · ·+ stjXj + · · ·+ tkXk ∈ U
′
We must now show, that for any s ∈ [0, 1] we have
Y + + t1X1 + · · ·+ tkXk ∈ U
′ ⇔ sY + + t1X1 + · · ·+ tkXk ∈ U
′
that is
Y + + t1X1 + · · ·+ tkXk ∈ U
′ ⇔ Ψv
(
sY + + t1X1 + · · ·+ tkXk
)
∈ Ω
But v ∈ ∆ and thus, it’s unstable foliation is in Ω. In particular, Ψv(sY +) ∈
Ω for every s. As Ω is invariant by the action, Ψv (sY
+ + t1X1 + · · ·+ tkXk) ∈
Ω
The following lemma is a simple variation of the usual result about the
existence of normal neighborhoods of uniform sizes.
Lemma 10.5. Fix a background metric g on M and let us denote, for v ∈
M ,r ∈ R>0 and Y = Y + + t1X1 + · · ·+ tkXk + Y − ∈ TvM :
Br(v) = {Y ∈ TvM ; ‖Y ‖
2 def= g(Y +, Y +)+ |t1|
2+ · · ·+ |tk|
2+g(Y −, Y −) < r2}
and
Br(v) = {p ∈M ; distg(c, p) < r}
Then, there exists δ, ε > 0 such that for every v ∈ M , Ψv : B
δ(v) → M is a
diffeomorphism onto it’s image and Bǫ(v) ⊂ Ψv(Bδ(v))
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Corollary 10.6. For any dense subset U ⊂ M , we can cover M by A-star
shaped open sets with base points in U .
Lemma 10.7. Ω =M
Proof. We just need to prove that the (G′, Vˆ )-structure on Ω can be extended
to M .
Using the Corolary 10.6, we take a cover {Ovi} of M by A-star shaped open
sets with basepoints vi ∈ ∆, and using Lemma 10.4we consider open, subsets
O′vi ⊂ Ω ∩Ovi(ε) dense in Ovi and also A-star-shaped with respect to vi.
In particular, O′vi is contractible, and therefore, simple connected. there
exists, thus, a developing map θ : O′vi → Vˆ . We define θˆ : Ovi → Vˆ by
θˆ = ˆΨθ(vi) ◦ (Tviθ) ◦Ψ
−1
vi
It follows from 23 that θˆ is an extension of θ. From the density of O′vi in Ovi ,
it follows that θˆ∗(Xj) = Xˆj , θˆ∗(E
±) = Eˆ± and θˆ∗(ω) = dλ. We conclude that
θˆ is a developing map18. That is, we managed to extend the (G′, Vˆ )−structure
to M .
11 Completeness
Finally we shall prove that the extended structure build in the previous section
is complete, that is
Proposition 11.1. Let M˜ be the universal cover of M and let θ : M˜ → Vˆ be
a developing map of the (G′, Vˆ )-structure. Then θ is a covering map..
Proof. To prove our proposition, we must find, for each w ∈ Vˆ a neighbourhood
O such that θ−1(O) is the disjoint union of open sets {Oi}i∈I such that the
restriction of θ to each Oi is a diffeomorphism onto O.
Let w ∈ Vˆ and vii∈I = θ
−1(w). Consider O an A-star-shaped open set with
respect to w and U ⊂ TwVˆ the associated open set.
We define, for i ∈ I
Oi = Ψ˜vi
(
(Tviθ)
−1(U)
)
It follows from 23 that θ induces an diffeomorphism θi from Oi to O.
Lets show that Oi ∩Oj = ∅ if i 6= j. For this, we consider the set
O′ = {w′ ∈ O | θ−1i (w
′) = θ−1j (w
′)}
The set O′ is obviously closed19.
18A developing map is a local diffeomorphism (θˆ is the composite of local diffeomorphisms)
that preserves the invariant bundles and the 2-form.
19O′ is the intersection of two closed sets, the inverse images by continuous functions of a
point
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On the other hand, O′ is also open, for θi and θj are the restriction of a θ
to a certain open sets. If there is a intersection (which is the case if θ−1i (w
′) =
θ−1j (w
′) for some w′), then θi = θj on this intersection V
′, and thus θ(V ′) ⊂ O′.
As w 6∈ O′ if i 6= j and O is connected (actually contractible), it follows that
O′ = ∅.
Finally, we shall show that θ−1(O) = ∪i∈IOi
First we define the map
Φ˜ : TM˜ → TM˜
Y˜ = Y˜ + + t1X˜1 + · · ·+ tkX˜k + Y˜
− 7→ (ϕ˜1t1)∗ . . . (ϕ˜
k
tk )∗
(
τ˜(τ˜
Y˜+
Y˜ −)(τ˜Y˜ + Y˜ )
)
and in a similar way the map Φˆ : T Vˆ → T Vˆ . It is clear that
Tθ ◦ Φ˜ = Φˆ ◦ Tθ
Moreover, Φ˜ is a diffeomorphism20
Now, consider v′ ∈ Vˆ such that θ(v′) ∈ O. We can write θ(v′) = Ψ˜w(Yˆ ) for
Yˆ ∈ U . Consider
Y˜ := (Φ˜)−1
(
(Tv′θ)
−1(Φˆ(Yˆ ))
)
and let v be the basepoint of Y˜ . We have
Tθ(Y˜ ) = Φˆ−1 ◦ Tθ ◦ Φ˜(Y˜ )
= Φˆ−1 ◦ Tθ(Tv′θ)
−1(Φˆ(Yˆ )) = Φˆ−1(Φˆ(Yˆ )) = Yˆ
Thus the base point v must be vi for some i ∈ I. It remains to prove that
Ψ˜vi(Y˜ ) = v
′
This will conclude the proof, for we have shown that v′ ∈ Oi.
20in fact, we shall write explicit formulas for its inverse. Consider the smooth maps f˜±, g˜± :
TM˜ → TM˜ defined by
f˜±(Y˜ ) = τ˜
Y˜ ±
Y˜
g˜±(Y˜ ) = τ˜−Y˜ ± Y˜
It is clear that f˜± ◦ g˜± = g˜± ◦ f˜± = Id. which makes f˜± diffeomorphisms. We can write
Φ˜(Y˜ ) = (ϕ˜1t1 )∗ . . . (ϕ˜
k
tk
)∗(f˜
− ◦ f˜+(Y˜ ))
. Let Z˜ = Z˜+ + t1X1 + · · ·+ tkXk + Z˜
− and let
(ϕ˜1−t1 )∗ . . . (ϕ˜
k
−tk
)∗(Z˜) := W˜
The inverse Φ˜−1 is given by
Φ˜−1(Z˜) = g+ ◦ g−(W˜ )
The key element here is the fact that if we write
Φ˜(Y˜ + + t1X˜1 + · · ·+ tkX˜k + Y˜
−) = Z˜+ + s1X˜
1 + · · ·+ skX˜k + Z˜
−
, then sj = tj for every j.
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Lemma 11.2. If Z˜ has basepoint a, and Φ−1(Z˜) has basepoint b, then Ψ˜b ◦
Φ˜(Z˜) = a.
Proof. Notice that if we take an element TbM˜ ∋ Y˜ = Y˜ ++t1X˜1+· · ·+tkX˜k+Y˜ −,
then we can understand the map Ψb in the following way.
We take the geodesic with starting vector Y˜ + and transport along it, to time
one, the vector Y˜ −. Now we take a geodesic with this starting vector and take
it’s time one and apply ϕ1t1 ◦ · · · ◦ ϕ
k
tk
.
We can understand the map Φ in the following way. We take the geodesic
with starting vector Y˜ + and transport along it, to time one, both the vector
Y˜ −. We now take a geodesic with this starting vector and take it’s time one.
We transport the original vector Y˜ along both of this segments, and apply
D(ϕ1t1 ◦ · · · ◦ ϕ
k
tk
) o the result. It is clear that Φ(Y˜ ) will have basepoint Ψ(Y ).
We take Y˜ = Φ−1(Z˜) and the result follows.
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